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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
An increasing competitive business field requires innovative firms to critically evaluate their New
Product Development (NPD) processes. An important area of improvement was identified by Cooper,
Edgett, & Kleinschmidt (1999) who found that in order to maximize long-term success firms have to
implement decision-making processes concerning the overall portfolio of NPD projects. However,
companies struggle to formally structure their portfolio decision-making process as managers tend to
do things their own way. Therefore, NPD portfolio management Decision Support Systems (DSS’s)
can help companies to formally implement and structure portfolio management in their business to
improve decision-making and long-term firm success.
Although DSS’s often have been found to improve decision-making effectiveness, its advice is
only useful when the decision-maker trusts the advice. In other words, no matter how sophisticated,
useful, or easy to use the system is, its advice or outcome may be rejected by a decision-maker who
does not trust the outcome (Muir, 1987). This emphasizes the importance of ‘system trust’ for the
use and adoption of DSS’s. However, for developing companies of NPD portfolio management DSS’s,
knowing what influences their users system trust is interesting, but it is especially useful for such
companies to know how this system trust can be improved. Therefore, this research tries to find out:

“Which factors influence a user’s trust in new product portfolio decision support systems, and how
could this system trust be improved?”

LITERATURE REVIEW
The research starts by conducting a literature review where existing academic research and literature
is gathered, analyzed, and presented. From the literature review, four factors are identified which
influence a user’s trust in a system; i.e. credibility, purpose-, process-, and performance based
system trust (see Figure A):
Credibility refers to the extent to which a user accepts or rejects a system and its outcomes
based on his/her opinion of its source (Madhavan & Wiegmann, 2007).
Purpose based trust refers to the degree a user believes that a system’s purpose is the same
as his/her intentions with that system (Lee & See, 2004). Thus, a user trusts the system when
the user has the idea that the system’s intentions are aligned with his/her own.
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Process based system trust is the factor which depends on understanding the algorithms,
calculations, and methods which form the reasoning process behind a system’s outcomes,
and their appropriateness for the situation (Lee & See, 2004).
Performance based trust refers to the expectation that current and historical desirable
performance predicts desirable performance in the future (Lee & See, 2004).

Looking deeper into these system trust dimensions, a particular system trust improvement was
identified which opened up a new body of literature; i.e. explanations. Explanations improve a user’s
process based trust in system since they reveal more of a system’s reasoning process, thus making
the system more transparent. Explanations can take many forms. A study of Chandrasekaran, Tanner,
& Josephson (1989) identified three overarching classifications that characterize the type of
explanation given; i.e. explanations based on content, presentation, and provision (see Figure A):
Content distinguishes explanations both on form and referent. The distinction based on form
consists of four types of explanation; terminological-, trace-, deep-, and strategic
explanations. The distinction based on referent subdivides the previous forms further on
whether they are provided in general or case-specific terms. As terminological explanations
can only be general, this basically results in seven content explanation types.
Presentation distinguishes explanations on the presence of textual/numerical aspects,
and/or graphical additions.
Provision distinguishes explanations on the way in which they provoked; i.e. user-invoked,
intelligent (system analysis whether to show explanation or not), or automatic (always
present).
Credibility

Purpose Trust
Explanations:
- Content
- Presentation
- Provision

System trust
Process Trust
Performance
Trust

Figure A; Research Framework

METHODOLOGY
Next to the literature review a field research is conducted in the form of an exploratory case study.
This method is appropriate since the research focuses on answering a ‘how’ question, and since it
requires an extensive description of a social phenomenon; i.e. system trust. The unit of analysis will
iii

be Flightmap, a NPD portfolio management DSS developed by Bicore (an innovation consultancy firm
and portfolio software developer). Several sources of evidence are used in order to collect data; i.e.
exploratory interviews with managers and developers at Bicore, documentation and system
exploration in order to get a better understanding of Flighmap and its context, and the main research
will consist of eight semi-structured interviews with different types of Flightmap users. These users
are purposively sampled for their differences in (1) portfolio role, (2) Flightmap experience, and (3)
company. This results in the 3x3 matrix as depicted in Table A. The semi-structured interviews will
primarily resolve around the research question; i.e. which factors influence a user’s trust in new
product portfolio decision support systems, and how could this system trust be improved?
Table A; User Matrix

RESULTS
The results show that different types of NPD portfolio management DSS users can be distinguished,
based on the way they develop system trust, and ways in which they think this trust can be
improved. It is found that based on a user’s portfolio role (decision-maker or non-decision maker)
his/her system trust develops along different system trust dimensions. Additionally, it is found that
based on a non-decision-maker’s experience (experienced or inexperienced) with a NPD portfolio
management DSS he/she prefers different types of explanations that would improve the user’s
process based trust. These two important distinctions lead to three characteristic NPD portfolio
management DSS user groups; i.e. (1) the inexperienced non-decision-makers, (2) the experienced
non-decision-makers, and (3) the decision-makers.

CONCLUSION
From the case study it is identified that the factors influencing system trust, and the methods to
improve system trust differ based on the type of user. That is, based on a user’s portfolio role
(decision-maker or non-decision-maker) different system trust dimensions influence system trust.
Additionally, it is found that within the non-decision-maker user group, the mentioned
iv

improvements differ based on their experience level with the system (experienced or inexperienced).
This leads to three NPD portfolio management DSS user groups, each mentioning different ways to
develop and improve system trust. Table B shows an overview of the characteristics for each of the
user groups.
Table B; User Group Summary

The differences between NPD portfolio management DSS user groups impact the way DSS developers
should approach their users. That is, in order to improve a user’s system trust, NPD portfolio
management DSS developers should tailor their sales pitch or communication, based on the type of
user they are dealing with. So, when dealing with an inexperienced non-decision-maker, it would be
a good idea to focus on the explanation facilities within the system. While, when dealing with
decision-makers, it would be a good idea to suggest portfolio trainings or show some testimonials
from credible companies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An increasing competitive business field requires innovative firms to critically evaluate their New
Product Development (NPD) processes. An important area of improvement was identified by Cooper,
Edgett, & Kleinschmidt (1999) who showed that in order to maximize long-term success firms should
implement decision-making processes concerning the overall portfolio of NPD projects. However,
making new product portfolio management decisions is a tedious process. One has to consider
various impeding factors such as: multiple (conflicting) objectives, hard-to-measure qualitative data,
uncertainty and risk, interdependent projects, and a vast amount of feasible portfolio options
(Ghasemzadeh & Archer, 2000). To aid decision makers in this difficult process different quantitative
and qualitative methods are available such as financial methods, strategic approaches, scoring
models, bubble diagrams, and more (Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2001a). Best performing
businesses use more than one method in order to yield most benefit, and have implemented staged
portfolio management processes such as Stage-Gate® (Ibid.). However, companies still struggle to
formally structure their portfolio decision-making process as managers tend to do things their own
way. Therefore, NPD portfolio management Decision Support Systems (DSS’s) can help companies to
formally implement portfolio management in their business, and to ease and improve the usability of
the available portfolio methods.
According to Turban a DSS is “an interactive, flexible, and adaptable computer-based
information system, specially developed for supporting the solution of a non-structured
management problem for improved decision making. It utilizes data, provides an easy-to-use
interface, and allows for the decision maker’s own insights’’ (as cited in Riedel et al., 2011, p. 232).
Although DSS’s often have been found to improve decision-making effectiveness, its advice is only
useful when the decision-maker trusts the advice. In other words, no matter how sophisticated,
useful, or easy to use the system is, its advice or outcome may be rejected by a decision-maker who
does not trust the outcome (Muir, 1987). This emphasizes the importance of ‘system trust’ for the
use and adoption of DSS’s.
For developing companies of NPD portfolio management DSS’s knowing what influences
their users system trust is interesting, but it is especially useful for those companies to know how this
system trust can be improved. One way to improve system trust is the use of explanations.
Explanations provide the decision-maker with a better understanding of the system’s reasoning
process. The importance of explanations in improving system trust and adoption has been well
recognized in a number of fields: e.g. knowledge based systems (Hayes-Roth & Jacobstein, 1994),
expert systems (Klein & Shortliffe, 1994), medical decision support systems (Armengol, Palaudaries,
1

& Plaza, 2001), collaborative filtering recommendations (Herlocker, Konstan, & Riedl, 2000), and data
exploration systems (Carenini & Moore, 1998). However, explanation facilities in NPD portfolio
management DSS’s have not been published before. Although well-designed explanations might
improve system trust and adoption, unsuitably designed explanations might not be used and even
counter user adoption as they are not easy to use and access (Gregor & Benbasat, 1999). Although
many studies have been executed in finding relations between these separate terms, no previous
literature has come up with an integrative framework as to how explanations, system trust, and
adoption relate to one another. Therefore, this review tries to shed light on this underexposure in
literature by developing an integrative framework that answers the following key question:

“Which factors influence a user’s trust in new product portfolio decision support systems, and how
could this system trust be improved?”

Aiming to answer the research question positioned above, the research draws on the field of
system trust. By doing so, the study aims to elicit the following objectives:
1) Gaining insights in new product portfolio decision support systems.
2) Identifying the dimensions which influence system trust in new product portfolio decision
support systems.
3) Finding ways to improve system trust dimensions.
4) Segmenting new product portfolio decision support system users.
5) Providing straightforward, actionable recommendations for new product portfolio decision
support system developers so they can better approach their customers/users by improving
their system trust.

This research mainly consists of two parts; the desk research, and the field research, after which
the results and conclusions are presented. The first part, chapter 2, shows the desk research; existing
academic research and literature is gathered, and related and useful information is reviewed and
presented in an ease to interpret way. The chapter ends by providing the integrated conceptual
framework that will support the following research. Then, chapter 3 outlines the field research
methodology employed, after which chapter 4 presents the results of the conducted case study
research. To conclude, section 5 answers the research question, presents the conclusions, and
discusses the findings and its implications.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter describes the literature review as preparation for the upcoming research. In order to
systematically find proper and useful literature, the following literature search strategy was adopted.
The present literature review employs a concise but focused analysis of existing literature by
searching for publications in various databases; ABI/INFORM (ProQuest), IEEE Xplore, Web of
Science, and Google Scholar. The initial search was limited to peer reviewed scholarly journals with
an impact factor above 1.01. On all relevant findings the snowball technique was applied to find more
useful papers in the same research field. Some of the major keywords employed (also used in
combinations with each other): “new product development”, “NPD”, “portfolio management”,
“Stage-Gate”, “decision support system(s)”, “DSS”, “expert system(s)”, “decision-making”, “decisionmaker”, “(system) trust”, “outcome trust”, “data input quality”, “technology acceptance model”,
and “system adoption”.
Abstracts were examined in order to judge the usefulness of papers. Relevant articles were
reviewed, and archived in Qiqqa2; a reference and research tool. This tool made it possible to
highlight texts, make notes, and label papers in order for easy review and retrieval. The initial
reviewing process yielded over 50 articles from multiple journals. Along the process of writing the
research, additional papers were searched in order to find more detailed information about the
various topics. These papers were found through snowballing, and by using more specific keywords.
The literature review that followed from this search strategy is broken down in the following
sections. Section 2.1 provides an overview of the current state of affairs with regards to the NPD
portfolio management context in which this research takes place. Chapter 2.2 elaborates on NPD
portfolio management DSS’s, and how trust develops in such systems. Chapter 2.3 discusses how
explanations might help to improve trust, ease of use, and system adoption. To conclude the field
research, chapter 2.4 presents the integrated conceptual framework.

2.1 NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
New Product Development (NPD hereinafter) portfolio management can to great extent be seen as a
decision-making process. This was emphasized by Cooper et al. (1999) who defined it as “a dynamic
decision process, whereby a business’s list of active new product (and R&D) projects is constantly
updated and revised. In this process, new projects are evaluated, selected, and prioritized; existing

1

As far as can be derived from the ISI Web of Knowledge website
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http://www.qiqqa.com/
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projects may be accelerated, killed, or deprioritized; and resources are allocated and reallocated to
the active projects” (p. 335). The NPD portfolio management decision-making process is a complex
area of research as can be derived from its characteristics explained in paragraph 2.1.1. To help
managers make these complex portfolio decisions, they have multiple quantitative and qualitative
methods at their disposal (paragraph 2.1.2). Besides that, two fundamentally different classifications
on how to approach the decision-making process are discussed in paragraph 2.1.3. Finally, paragraph
2.1.4 concludes this chapter by highlighting the main findings and providing context for the
subsequent chapters.
2.1.1

CHARACTERISTICS

This section describes NPD portfolio management by addressing various key aspects that
characterize the discipline, and emphasize its complexity.
Uncertainty
Portfolio management decisions are of great importance for a company’s short- and long-term future
as they help to operationalize a business’s strategy (Chao & Kavadias, 2008). Portfolio management
decides which projects to continue, recycle, hold or kill, and how many resources will be allocated
across the different projects. In order to make these important decisions, information needs to be
gathered on each project. This information includes: financial data (e.g. amount of funding and cost
of capital), marketing data (e.g. market share, market size, and commercial risk), and R&D data (e.g.
technology risk, development time, non-staffing costs, and staffing costs). Acquiring accurate data is
difficult since the vast majority is based on forecasts; i.e. estimations of future events. As a result, a
lot of the information required to make the decisions is both risky and uncertain (Knight, 1921). Both
risk and uncertainty refer to an unknown outcome. However, in risky situations the probability of
occurrence can be measured whereas the probability of occurrence of uncertain events is completely
unknown (Knight, 1921). Therefore, risk can be managed but uncertainty cannot. This implies that
new product data is always uncertain to some extent which inherently makes the outcome of the
decision-making process unreliable to some extent as well.
Projects in different stages
NPD is defined by Ulrich & Eppinger (1995) as “the set of activities beginning with the perception of a
market opportunity and ending in the production, sale, and delivery of a product”. In literature, the
term ‘product’ is generally used in the broadest sense and can also relate to companies’ deliverables
such as services or ideas. Over the last couple of decades, firms and researchers have started to
recognize the importance of effective NPD processes (Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1993, McCarthy,
Tsinopoulos, Allen, & Rose-Anderssen, 2006). One of the most influential NPD process models was
developed in the 1980s by R.G. Cooper: the Stage-Gate® model (Figure 1). In one of his researches,
4

Cooper (1990) found that most successful innovative companies had structured, well-defined NPD
processes, and that these processes showed many similarities across firms. On the basis of these
similarities Cooper divided the NPD process into several stages and added quality checks at the start
of each stage, referred to as a ‘gate’. Each gate is characterized by a set of deliverables, exit criteria,
and a final decision. The deliverables are the inputs that the project leader must bring to the table for
the Stage-Gate® committee to review and check. The committee subsequently checks the
deliverables based on a set of criteria that must be met, and criteria’s that should be met (i.e. highly
desirable criteria). Then, based on the judgment of the committee, a go, kill, hold, or recycle decision
is made.

Figure 1: Stage-Gate® representation adapted from Cooper (1990)

The Stage-Gate® model is closely related, and overlaps to some extent, with portfolio
management. Both methods are concerned with choosing the best projects, but whereas StageGate® is more concerned with go/kill decisions based on individual projects, portfolio management
has a more holistic view as it takes the entire set of projects into account. Cooper (2000) expresses
this by saying that Stage-Gate® is about ‘doing the projects right’ and portfolio management about
‘doing the right projects’. Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt (2001b) underline the importance of an
effective gating system such as Stage-Gate® before implementing portfolio management, because
this ensures a continuous stream of sound input data while cutting out the worst projects in order to
create a better portfolio. For that reason, both methods determine a firm’s success to large extent
(Cooper, 2000).
At each stage of the gating process additional information about the project is gathered, and
risk and uncertainty are reduced. The same information is used as input for portfolio management
purposes. As all projects in the portfolio are at different stages of completion and information
gathering, the risk and uncertainty regarding the project’s data differ significantly. This makes judging
and comparing projects that compete for the same resources more difficult and complex.
Dynamic environment
The NPD environment is a dynamic one; the status and prospects for projects constantly change as
new information becomes available. This change of information can only be captured during certain
5

intervals. Stage-Gate® helps to capture the available information in a timely and systematic manner.
As portfolio review moments generally take place only two to four times per year (Edgett, 2007),
implies that what is known to the firm often deviates from the actual state of affairs. This is an
important complex characteristic of the NPD portfolio management environment, especially for fastpaced business environments.
Interdependent projects
Another characteristic of NPD portfolio management that adds to its complexity is the
interdependency among projects. Dependencies between products in the market and development
make evaluation, selection, and allocation of resources among them difficult (Blau, Pekny, Varma, &
Bunch, 2004). For example, it might be beneficial to invest in a financially unattractive, high-risk
product, as it might lead to significant strategic and/or financial benefits from sequentially developed
products. The presence of these interdependencies has to be taken into account when making
portfolio decisions since they can cause seemingly unpredictable interactions and reactions (Killen,
2013).
A study from Blau et al. (2004) identifies four types of dependencies within pharmaceutical
portfolios, which also apply to general NPD portfolio management; resource dependencies,
manufacturing cost dependencies, financial return dependencies, and technical success
dependencies. Resource dependencies often occur because of learning effects; e.g. reduced
development time of subsequent similar projects. Cost dependencies occur when the combined
development costs of multiple projects are less than the sum of individual costs as a result of
resource sharing. This might be the case when two products require similar production machines, or
when two products require similar marketing strategies. Financial return dependencies might, for
example, occur due to cannibalization effects where multiple products compete in the same market
and ‘steal’ each other’s market share. Contrarily, products might also complement one another by
increasing each other’s sales. Technical dependencies occur when a success or failure in one product
influences the probability of success in another product. For example, if a certain technological
development doesn’t work in one product, it is unlikely it will work in another.
Multiple objectives
Around the millennium Cooper et al. (Cooper, 1999, Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2000, Cooper et
al., 2001b, Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002a) conducted several benchmark studies in order to
identify best practices for NPD portfolio management. One of the most important findings from their
researches is the identification of four objectives in order to create successful NPD portfolios. These
objectives will be discussed below.

6

1) Strategic alignment
Strategic alignment refers to the extent to which the portfolio is in line with the strategic objectives
of the firm. According to Cooper et al. (2001b), each individual project within a portfolio should be in
line with the firm’s strategy. This means that the portfolio resource allocation should reflect the
strategic priorities, and that target markets or technologies are addressed by projects in the specific
areas.
2) Balance
Balance refers to an optimal distribution of resources among the right type and number of projects in
order to spread risk as good as possible (Cooper et al., 2001b). For example, an appropriate
distribution between incremental (typically short-term, low risk, low return) and radical innovations
(typically long-term, high risk, high return) is desirable since radical innovation often provide
strategically long-term advantages, whereas incremental innovations provide a constant and secure
financial flow. Other ways to achieve a balanced portfolio are to spread across types of markets,
technologies, product categories, project types, or advancement in NPD stages (Kester, 2011).
3) Maximizing value
Maximizing value refers to the allocation of resources in order to maximize overall portfolio value.
This value can reflect a company’s main objectives in terms of profitability, return on investment, or
likelihood of success (Cooper et al., 2001b).
4) Picking the right number of projects
Picking the right number of projects refers to the appropriate number of project to conduct, given
the limited resources available. This situation is apparent in most companies as the amount of
resources needed to conduct all project ideas generally exceeds the resources available. Developing
too many projects will result in a pipeline gridlock where projects end up in queue and take too long
to reach the market (Cooper et al., 2001b). Time and personnel limitations may cause key activities
to be cut or omitted, which might lead to deficiencies or missed opportunities. Therefore, a good
balance has to be found between the available and required resources.
The four objectives mentioned above, show the potential conflicts that may arise in NPD
portfolio management. For example, a portfolio that yields the greatest overall value may not be a
very balanced one. Similarly, a primarily strategy focused portfolio might sacrifice other goals, such
as short-term profitability. Therefore, trade-off decisions have to be made among these, often
conflicting, objectives. This is another cause of the complexity in NPD portfolio managmeent
decisions.

7

2.1.2

PORTFOLIO METHODS

In order to deal with the previously mentioned characteristics, and to make proper decisions a
portfolio manager has multiple methods and techniques at his disposal. Cooper et al. (2001a)
distinguish five types of methods that are most widely used in portfolio management. Each method
has its advantages and disadvantages, and some are better applicable for aiming at certain objectives
then others. Therefore, companies often use more than one method. The benefit of using multiple
methods is emphasized by (Cooper et al., 2001a) who found that top performing companies use an
average of 2.43 methods, opposed to 1.83 for poor performers. Which methods are used, in addition
to their specific characteristics are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Financial methods
Financial methods are the most widely used NPD portfolio management methods. They include all
sorts of profitability and return metrics such as Return on Investment (ROI), Net Present Value (NPV),
Expected Commercial Value (ECV), and Productivity Index (PI). ROI is a percentage that represents
the relative earnings compared to an investment. NPV is the current net value of future money as it
takes the time value of cash in- and outflows into account. ECV and PI also bring aspects like
probability and risk into the equation in order to describe future returns more accurately. Financial
methods are mainly used to rank projects against each other in order to decide which projects best
achieve the objective to maximize project and portfolio value. However, they can also be used
against ‘hurdle rates’ (or acceptable level) in order to make go/kill decisions on individual projects
(Cooper et al., 2001a).
Strategic approaches
Strategic approaches use a business’ goals, vision, and strategy as a guidance to allocate resources
across projects. As the name suggests, they apply to the objective of aligning a business’ strategy.
From these methods the ‘strategic bucket method’ is the most commonly used one. This method
operates from the basic principle that, to operationalize a business’ strategy, money has to be spent
likewise. In other words “setting portfolio requirements really means setting spending targets”
(Cooper, Edgett, & Kleinschmidt, 2002b, p.17). To do so, senior management identifies one or more
strategically important dimensions (e.g. based on project type, market, or project line) along which
projects can be categorized. Then, spending targets in line with the company’s strategy are assigned
to these so-called ‘buckets’. After this, all projects are assigned to their appropriate bucket and rankordered via non-formal (i.e. strategic gut feeling), financial, or scoring methods (Cooper et al.,
2001a). The highest ranked projects that are within the specific bucket’s spending target are actually
executed.
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Bubble diagrams
Bubble diagrams are similar to two-dimensional scatter plots, but differ in having a third dimension
in the size of each dot or ‘bubble’. Each bubble represents a NPD project and might be assessed,
based on its place (compared to the other projects) in the diagram. It is the only visual tool
mentioned in Cooper et al. (2002b) typology. Businesses can plot a variety of parameters on each
axis in order to seek balance within the portfolio. The most popular of these plots is the risk-reward
diagram, in which financial return (e.g. ROI, NPV) is plotted against the probability of success (e.g.
technical, commercial, overall), and the size of the bubble for example represents investment costs,
annual resources, or strategic fit. Other, less commonly used bubble diagrams are newness, easeattractiveness, or strength-attractiveness charts (Cooper et al., 2001a). Bubble diagrams can be
further enhanced by changing its color or shape. Colors and shapes indicate differences in various
dimensions such as: type of market, technology, country, etc. Other variants of bubble diagrams exist
as well; e.g. ellipse bubble diagrams portray uncertainty estimations by the height and width of the
bubbles representing possible variations from the expected outcome (Cooper et al., 2002b).
Scoring models
Scoring models are used to rank or rate projects based on a number of questions or criteria. The
questions might relate to a variety of aspects such as strategic fit, risk, timing, or feasibility.
Therefore, they can be useful for both maximizing value and strategic alignment objectives. The
criteria are scored on a similar scale (e.g. likert, 1-5, or 0-10 scales) so they can be aggregated to an
overall project score. Some criteria or questions might be more important than others, so they can
be ‘weighted’ in order to represent their relative importance. Scoring models are primarily used to
rank and compare projects, although some businesses use them against hurdle rates to make
individual project go/kill decisions (Cooper et al., 2001a).
Checklists
Checklists are the least used portfolio method, and are similar to scoring models in the sense that
they are based on a number of questions. However, in contrast to a quantitative scale checklist
questions can only be answered with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to evaluate individual projects. Each project either
needs only yes-answers or a certain number of yes-answers to proceed. The number of yes-answers
is primarily used to make individual go/kill decisions, and only rarely to rank projects (Cooper et al.,
2001a).
Other methods
The aforementioned methods cover the most commonly used portfolio management tools in
business. However, some other methods are used as well. Next to the bubble diagram in order to
seek balance, other more traditional visual methods can be used. The great variety of dimensions
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across which balance can be sought results in a large variety of histograms and pie charts. For
example, histograms can show timing issues in case companies prefer to have a steady stream of
new product launches instead of a sudden log-jam in one year. Or charts can show yearly cash flows
as a company prefers to balance its overall financial in- and outflow. Pie charts might show
differences between the desired and actual distribution among incremental versus radical new
products, or across market, product, or technology dimensions (Cooper et al., 2002b).
Other non-visual methods are used by firms as well. Most of these other methods are
‘hybrids’ or variations of the methods mentioned in the previous paragraph. For example, variations
of strategic approaches in which companies let their strategy drive the resource split among
individual projects. Another example is a type of scoring model in which companies only use
individual criteria without calculating a total project score. Last, some authors even mention
methods where decision makers rely on intuition and experience (Cooper et al., 2001a). In literature,
even more methods are mentioned such as analytical hierarchy (based on paired comparison of
project and criteria) or behavioral approaches (tries to bring managers to consensus based on
qualitative information) (Cooper et al., 1999).
2.1.3

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

The variety of methods at a portfolio manager’s disposal means there are many different ways to
conduct portfolio management. Which methods are preferred, and how they are implemented, may
depend on individual, organizational, contextual and case specific factors. Although many
approaches exist, two fundamentally different classifications on how to strategically structure the
decision-making process are identified here. The first classification differentiates based on the way in
which the portfolio tools are integrated into the process; i.e. to start from an individual project level
towards the holistic portfolio of projects, or vice versa. While the second one makes a distinction
between three organizational processes upon which decisions are based: evidence-based, politically
powered, or opinion-based.
Gates Dominate or Portfolio Reviews Dominate
Two fundamentally different approaches of the integration of portfolio management methods (see
paragraph 2.1.2) into the NPD process exist. Both methods require that a staged NPD process, e.g.
Cooper’s Stage-Gate® is in place. The ‘Gates Dominate’ approach focuses on sharpening the gate
decision of individual projects. It is based on the premise that if the gating system works well, the
overall portfolio will take care of itself (Cooper et al., 2002b). In this approach the gates become a
two-pronged decision. In the first part, portfolio managers or gatekeepers make the usual go/kill
decisions on individual projects using the financial methods, checklists, and scoring model methods.
In the second part, the approved projects are ranked against all other projects in development and
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resources are allocated accordingly by use of financial-, and attractiveness models. Additionally, the
project’s impact on the total portfolio of projects is assessed by use of visual methods like bubble
diagrams. In fact, this means that the real portfolio management decisions are made during the gatemeetings and that the actual portfolio review moments serve more as an extra check on the gatedecisions (Cooper et al., 2002b).
The other approach is called the ‘Portfolio Reviews Dominate’. Here the basic premise is that
each project has to compete against all others; so a portfolio decision trumps a gate-decision. In this
case, the gates serve merely as a check on financial soundness and project progress while the
portfolio reviews are conducted more frequently (e.g. four times a year), and carry more importance.
In these review meetings go/kill and prioritization decisions are made considering all projects. The
same tools are used as for the ‘Gate Dominates’ approach, yet in a different way. And the result is a
more dynamic portfolio of projects since each portfolio review meeting might involve drastic changes
(Cooper et al., 2002b).
Both approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages. The gates dominate
approach is best suitable for firms in mature business environments where project portfolios are
relatively static. In these environments it is less important to frequently priotize the projects in a
portfolio, besides, businesses often already have well-developed Stage-Gate® processes in place.
Therefore, in-depth reviews of individual projects are likely to be more effective (Cooper et al.,
2002b). On the other hand, the portfolio review dominant approach is more effective for fast-paced
companies in fluid markets as their portfolios are likely to be more dynamic (e.g. software, IT and
electronics firms). Here, the market changes constantly which requires frequent reconsiderations of
priorities in the current project portfolio (Cooper et al., 2002b).
Evidence-based, Politically Powered, or Opinion-based
Decisions can be made on different grounds. For NPD portfolios this means that the organizational
processes that lead to a decision or conclusion can be different for each firm and in each situation. A
study by Kester (2011) identifies three organizational processes that are always to a smaller or larger
extent part of the decision-making process: evidence-based, politically powered, and opinion-based
decision-making. Depending on the dominant process, firms are able to make more or less effective
portfolio decisions. “Evidence-based decision-making is the process by which firms use information
and empirical evidence, while understanding the underlying assumptions, to build an objective
decision-making rationale” (Kester, 2011, p.98). So based on financial, market, and technical data
managers form detailed assumptions about the NPD portfolio and its projects. These assumptions
are debated during the gate or portfolio meetings in order to come to empirically sound, rational
decisions. The process provides insights into potential pitfalls and bottlenecks, and helps to
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communicate decision-making rationales to stakeholders (Kester, 2011). For this process, portfolio
methods as mentioned in paragraph 2.1.2 can be very useful to calculate, process, and analyze data
and evidence.
“Politically powered decision-making is the process by which an unequal power distribution
in the firm allows individuals or subgroups to informally dominate portfolio decisions” (Kester, 2011,
p.104). In these processes decision makers use their power to influence, bargain and negotiate in
such a way that will get their decisions approved. For example, some companies have a dominant
marketing department who use their power to steer decisions towards their interest. The
department develops relationships with key people and quickly gains informal access to, for example,
R&D data in order to maintain their position. Although such companies might have formal decisionmaking meetings, the actual portfolio decision are made beforehand within the marketing group,
which makes the actual meetings more informative then decisive (Kester, 2011).
“Opinion-based decision-making is the process by which firms use holistic assumptions
derived from prior experiences and naïve preferences to build a subjective decision-making
rationale” (Kester, 2011, p.110). These assumptions often refer to entire NPD projects rather than
individual parts (e.g. technical feasibility, market attractiveness, and financial potential). A discussion
between decision-makers predominantly focuses on agreeing or disagreeing with others’ opinion,
without sound decision-making rationale. This might lead to situation in which the CEO and VP’s
make the most important decisions without proper empirical support (Kester, 2011).
Each of the three decision-making processes differently influences decision-making
effectiveness. The general convention is that firms should strive for rational, evidence-based
decision-making as it is beneficial for acquiring in-depth knowledge on all projects in the NPD
portfolio and their interdependencies. Moreover this type of decision-making focuses the firms’
efforts on short term actions in order to achieve long term goals (Kester, 2011). However, merely
collecting and understanding data takes time and will always be incomplete. Therefore, managers
can not solely rely on evidence-based decisions but also need personal opinions at some point in the
decision-making process. The dominance of opinion-based decisions depends on the time and
information available as managers’ accrued experience and personal preferences might help firms to
make fast and agile decisions. At the same time, firms need to carefully monitor the inherent politics
within the organizations as they might hinder the same decision agility (Kester, 2011).
2.1.4

CONCLUSION

This chapter discussed various aspects of NPD portfolio management which elucidate the complexity
of the decision-making process. The uncertain and dynamic environment, the projects at different
stages of completion, project interdependencies, and multiple objectives cause that portfolio
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managers have to consider many variables and goals when making portfolio decisions. To help
managers in making these decisions, portfolio managers has multiple methods at their disposal:
financial-, strategic- and scoring models, but also checklists or visual tools such as bubble diagrams.
However, when to use which method and approach may depend on the decision-making process
adopted. For example, in the situation in which little information is available qualitative methods
might be more suitable then quantitative. Or for the general structure of the decisions firms can
choose Gates Dominant or Portfolio Reviews Dominant approaches, depending on the maturity of
their stage gate process or the dynamics of the specific market environment. The dynamics of the
environment might also influence whether companies need to be agile in their decisions or not, as it
influences the evidence-based or opinion-based decision-making processes of the firms. All these
characteristics, methods, and approaches make the NPD portfolio management field a complex
decision-making environment. In such an environment managers could use some help in order to
structure and rationalize their decisions-making processes. Therefore, decision support systems
could be of great assistance.

2.2 TRUST IN DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The previous chapter indicated the inherent complexity of portfolio management decisions and the
methods and approaches available to solve them. A frequently used way to deal with these decisions
is by using a NPD portfolio management Decision Support System (DSS hereinafter). This chapter is
concerned with NPD portfolio DSS’s and the way in which users trust the systems. First, paragraph
2.2.1 explains what NPD portfolio DSS’s are, and what they are made of. Thereafter, paragraph 2.2.2
denotes the importance of trust in DSS’s and its different dimensions. Then, paragraph 2.2.3 relates
system trust to the trust users have in the outcomes provided by the system, and the role data input
quality plays in this. To conclude, paragraph 2.2.4 links system trust with its importance for system
use and adoption, and the Technology Acceptance Model is presented.
2.2.1

NPD PORTFOLIO DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

A DSS is an interactive, flexible, and adaptable computer-based information system, especially
developed for supporting the solution of complex semi- or unstructured management problems for
improved decision making. Its purpose is to provide decision-makers with an easy to use tool with
which they can arrange, store, analyze, and review data (Turban, 1995). DSS’s are related to other
information systems like expert systems in that they help to solve complex problems. However,
expert systems take over the role of decision-makers as they provide ready-made solutions, whereas
DSS’s present some advice, solution, or direction in order to aid managers in their decision-making
process while always leaving room for personal preferences and/or insights. These systems do so by
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making it easier to analyze data, formulate alternative solutions, analyze their impact, and to
interpret and select the appropriate option (Riedel et al., 2011).
A wide range of DSS’s existing since they differ greatly in their complexity and level of
determinism (Arnold, Clark, Collier, Leech, & Sutton, 2004). Simple and deterministic DSS’s
necessitate minimal explanation support since the presented solutions are very straightforward and
objective. These systems primarily consist of tools, analysis, and simulations to support the decisionmaker. On the other hand, complex and intelligent DSS’s can support unstructured and subjective
solution processes which can change according to the specific problem (Arnold et al., 2004). As NPD
portfolio management is a complex semi-structured decision-making process whose functions are
relatively deterministic, it is argued to be in between these extremes. Arnold et al. (2004) identifies
this ‘middle ground’ as the best potential for explanation facilities since they “must be designed in a
manner that facilitates the user’s understanding of the aid’s rationale in formulating a judgment and
ability to appropriately incorporate the aid’s reasoning processes into the final decision” (p. 7). Users
relate to these systems and their explanations by referring to concepts such as trust, belief, or
acceptance (Arnold et al., 2004).
Usefulness of NPD Portfolio Management DSS’s
Little research has been done in the field of NPD portfolio management DSS’s. However, the
influence DSS’s on the NPD portfolio management decision effectiveness can also rationalized
through the research executed by Kester (2011), as described in paragraph 2.1.3. She made a
distinction between the evidence, political and opinion-based processes involved with portfolio
decisions. The evidence-based process was found to be a dominant predictor of portfolio decision
effectiveness, while opinion-based processes were also found to be important in order to stay agile
in the highly dynamic decision-making environment. This need for both evidence and opinion is
accurately addressed in DSS’s. Evidence is provided as the DSS presents objective data which is easy
to access, retrieve, and interpret (Sprague, 1980), while it leaves room for opinion as it doesn’t
provide the user with indisputable answers.
Archer & Ghasemzadeh performed two studies on NPD portfolio management DSS’s. In their
first article Archer & Ghasemzadeh (1999) developed a holistic decision-making framework by
separating distinct stages. The framework provides general guidelines in which users are free to
choose the method or techniques they find most appropriate for each stage. Moreover, users are
free to omit or modify stages if this simplifies or expedites the process. In the first phase techniques
can be used to assist in determination of a strategic focus and overall budget allocation, while the
second phase uses project individual methods. The third phase deals with the selection of an overall
portfolio by evaluating resource constraints and project interdependencies. In conclusion, Archer &
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Ghasemzadeh (1999) proposed to implement this framework in the form of a DSS. In their following
study they did so by developing PASS; a NPD portfolio management DSS in which they integrated
different portfolio management tools as described in paragraph 2.1.2 of this research (Ghasemzadeh
& Archer, 2000). They measured the project portfolio selection effectiveness of the use of a DSS with
conventional manual selection processes for typical portfolio selection problems. The importance of
a user friendly interface was highlighted, and both the usability and quality of the DSS were tested.
The study showed that NPD portfolio management DSS’s can be ‘easeful’ and ‘ease to use’ for both
small and large portfolio problems.
Components
In order to support managers in their decisions, DSS’s usually generate lots of output in the form of
graphs, reports, tables, statistics, etc., to evaluate various alternatives. However, simply generating
random information will not provide any help. Rather it should be presented in a way that is
appreciated by, and useful to, the end user (Bandamutha, 2007). In order to meet these
requirements, a DSS is built out of three components: the database, the model, and the user
interface), which work together in order to generate, process, and present the output in a helpful
way (Bandamutha, 2007, Sprague, 1980, Turban, 1995). Figure 2 presents these components and
their interactions within the NPD portfolio management context. The following paragraph will discuss
each of the components in more detail.

Figure 2: DSS Components, adapted from Archer & Ghasemzadeh (1999)
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1) Portfolio database
The Portfolio Database is the part of the DSS that enables the user to collect, store, process, and
manage portfolio data. Large quantities of data can be stored, e.g. market risks, required resources,
development costs, expected annual sales, development time, strategic fit, market attractiveness,
project type, market type, type of technology, etc. As depicted in Figure 2 this data can enter the
database in different ways; it can be put in directly by a user through the user interface, it can be
extracted from other existing project management databases, or it can be generated as a model’s or
a method’s output (Archer & Ghasemzadeh, 1999). The link between the portfolio and the project
management database can be useful since both portfolio and project methods require the same
data. This can save time and prevent discrepancies between the two systems. Depending on the way
in which portfolio management is conducted; i.e. gates dominate or portfolio reviews dominate (see
paragraph 2.1.3), the data from one database could function as input for the other database, or vice
versa. For gates dominate this means that project management data might be the input for the
portfolio management database, and the other way around for portfolio review dominate.
2) Model management module
The model management module gives meaning to the raw data as provided by the portfolio
database. It consists of various methods that are incorporated as mathematic algorithms and
programming language in order to pull out the right data from the portfolio database and transform
it into relevant information useful for the end user (Bandamutha, 2007). The model management
module can contain many different methods such as financial methods, scoring models, or strategic
approaches (see paragraph 2.1.2). However, the quantitative models (e.g. expected financial costs
and revenues, risk profiles, and portfolio balance) have the most important added value for DSS’s,
since they require advanced computational power and consequently save a lot of time and effort for
the user. For NPD portfolio management these model management computations are the core
functionality of the DSS, and therefore, this type of DSS is categorized as ‘model-driven’ according to
Power (2002). Model-driven DSS’s make it possible to manipulate model parameters in order to
examine the sensitivity of outputs or to conduct more ad hoc ‘what-if’ analyses. Two characteristics
of model-driven DSS’s, which are specifically important in NPD portfolio management, are the easeof-use of the program, and the fact that the system needs to be re-usable in similar decision-making
situations (D. J. Power & Sharda, 2007).
3) User interface
The user interface consists of the hardware and software that provides the link between the user and
the application. The model and portfolio database modules are the inputs of the system, and the
user interface is the way in which the output is communicated to the end-user. Some experts feel
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that the user interface is the most important component since much of the power, flexibility, and
ease-of-use characteristics are derived from it (Sprague, 1980). For NPD portfolio management the
user interface includes the computer-mouse, keyboard, screen, and software. The screen presents
the graphical user interface (GUI) which is argued to be the most important aspect of the DSS
interface (Bandamutha, 2007). “GUIs use buttons, menu bars, pull-down menus, icons, bars and
boxes that make the communication between user and the system more user-friendly, dynamic and
interactive” (Bandamutha, 2007, p. 14). It also includes all graphical representations of the methods
used, such as bar-, bubble-, or pie-charts. The user interface is the only part of the DSS which the
user sees and with which he/she interacts. It is therefore sometimes referred to as the ‘front-end’ of
a system, while the database and model modules are referred to as the ‘back-end’.
2.2.2

SYSTEM TRUST

A NPD portfolio management DSS supports the decision-making process by providing useful data in
an easy to use way. However, the advice or outcome presented by the system is only useful when
he/she trusts it. This concept of trust is a critical factor for usage and adoption of DSS’s (Lee & See,
2004). No matter how sophisticated, useful, or easy to use the system is, its advice or outcome may
be rejected by a decision-maker who does not trust the outcome (Muir, 1987). This renders the
potential benefit and usage of the system obsolete. Forcing a decision-maker to use a tool he/she
does not trust, causes him/her to direct the output of the tool towards his/her own decision (Muir,
1987). This paragraph describes what system trust is, and which dimensions influence it.
Definition of System Trust
System trust is the believe that using a particular system (the trustee) will be beneficial for the
trusting person (the trustor). A necessary precondition is that this interaction takes place voluntarily.
In addition, the trustor needs to have a certain incentive to engage in the interaction; i.e. expected
beneficial outcomes. However, the actual outcome will always be uncertain to some degree, due to a
lack of sufficient evidence (Riedel et al., 2011). A trustor can cope with this uncertainty, by trusting a
system. However, this becomes more difficult when evidence is absent or insufficient. This evidence
is harder to capture in complex systems such as NPD portfolio management DSS’s where uncertainty
and interdependencies play an important role. This underlines the importance of trust in NPD
portfolio management DSS’s. System trust is similar to interpersonal trust in the sense that it refers
to the expectations about the behaviour of another party. However, in the case of system trust this
other party is a computer program instead of another human being.
Trust in a system is closely related to the level of confidence a user experiences towards a
system. Both trust and confidence are frequently used terms in literature. However, some confusion
exists on how to distinguish the two. This research follows a study by Earle, Siegrist, & Gutscher
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(2002) who refer to ‘trust’ when a system can be seen as an agent (i.e. if the system’s behaviour is
based on values and reasons), and to ‘confidence’ when the system is an object (i.e. if the system’s
behaviour is based on causes and evidence). Although originally systems are viewed as objects, their
increased complexity (such as for NPD portfolio management DSS’s) leads users to increasingly
attribute agent-like values to them. That is, increased system complexity lets users believe that
systems have a mind of their own. Therefore, both confidence and trust may be involved while
interacting with a system. Although both terms are largely interchangeable, this research prefers
trust over confidence as it is perceived to be more appropriate for agent-like NPD portfolio
management DSS’s.
Dimensions of System Trust
Several researches have been conducted to search for the dimensions underlying system trust. One
of the most important and helpful approaches is the one conducted by Lee & See (2004). The authors
found similarities in several papers that identified dimensions of system trust and found
performance-, process-, and purpose based trust to be the most important influencing factors. Next
to these dimensions, an additional factor important in the development of system trust is identified
as the credibility of a system’s source. Each of these factors will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
1) Performance based trust
Performance based trust refers to the expectation that current and historical desirable performance
predicts desirable performance in the future (Lee & See, 2004). In other words, a user will tend to
trust a system more if it performs in a manner that reliably achieves his or her goals. For NPD
portfolio management DSS’s this means that system trust develops as the system continuously
proves to increase the effectiveness (accuracy) and efficiency (speed) of portfolio decision-making
effort (Riedel et al., 2011). However, assessing the NPD portfolio management DSS’s effectiveness
might be more difficult as compared to other systems since the portfolio management decisions are
concerned with estimations about products, sales, and events which take place in the long future
(complex new products can take several years to develop, and years more when including market
diffusion).
2) Purpose based trust
“Purpose refers to the degree to which the automation is being used within the realm of the
designer’s intent” (Lee & See, 2004, p. 95). It describes why a system was developed, and whether
the user has the idea that it is intended to solve his/her specific problem. It closely relates to faith
and benevolence and reflects a positive attitude from the trustor towards the trustee (Lee & See,
2004). In interpersonal relationships, this type of trust depends on the intentions and motives of the
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trustee. In system trust, such characteristics are attributed to the system as well. Frequently,
whether or not this attribution takes place will depend on whether the designer’s intent has been
communicated to the user. If so, users will generally tend to trust the system to achieve the goals it
was intended to achieve (Lee & See, 2004).
3) Process based trust
Process based trust depends on the understanding of algorithms, calculations, and methods which
form the reasoning process behind a system’s outcomes, and their appropriateness for the situation
(Lee & See, 2004). Process as a basis for trust differs from the other types of trust as it doesn’t focus
on system behavior but on intrinsic system qualities and characteristics (Lee & See, 2004). However,
these processes must be observable to the user in order for system trust to grow (Muir, 1987). By
showing more of the system’s reasoning process, the system becomes more transparent and the
system becomes less of a ‘black box’ to the user (Nakatsu, 2004). A black box, in this context, refers
to the process where input and output are known, but where the reasoning processes which connect
input with output are unknown (Figure 3). Explaining the systems inner processes could thus
enhance the user’s trust in the system and its output. Improving the system’s reasoning process, can
be done by enhancing the system with explanation facilities which will be discussed in section 2.3.

Input:

Output:

Market data
Expected costs
Technological risk
Strategic factors
Etc...

Risk/attractiveness
NPV/ECV
Score models
Strategic fit
Etc...

Calculations

?

Figure 3: Black box principle for NPD portfolio management DSS’s

4) Credibility
An important factor when considering system trust is credibility. In this research, credibility refers to
the extent to which a user accepts or rejects a system and its outcome based on his/her opinion of its
source; i.e. the developing company behind the system (Madhavan & Wiegmann, 2007). Although
credibility and trust are closely related, they should not be used synonymous (Tseng & Fogg, 1999).
Credibility differs from other system trust dimensions as it is a judgment of perceived expertise of
the source, instead of a direct judgment of the specific system. It implies that the more credible or
trustworthy a system is, the more likely the person is to actually trust the system.
2.2.3

TRUSTING SYSTEM OUTCOME

The previous paragraph described what system trust is, and which dimensions influence system trust.
This paragraph elaborates on the importance of system trust as it, to a large extent, determines
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whether a user trusts the advice or outcome produced by it. When a user does not trust a system’s
outcomes he/she might direct the output of the system towards his/her own decision, thus,
rendering the potential benefit and usage of the system obsolete (Muir, 1987). Trusting a system is
not the only predictor of trusting a system’s outcomes. In fact, trusting a system’s outcome depends,
to a great extent, on the quality of the input data. That is, the quality of the outcome cannot be
better than the quality of the input data. A popular expression to depict this phenomenon is
‘Garbage In, Garbage Out’ (GIGO) as it elucidates that poor input data quality compromises decision
making as the decisions cannot be better than the data on which they are based (Redman, 1998). For
portfolio management this entails that valid conclusions can only be drawn when the collected input
data is valid as well; i.e. of high quality.
2.2.4

TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE MODEL

This paragraph denotes the importance of system trust in the use and adoption of DSS’s. One of the
most widely used models for system use and adoption is the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
(Davis, 1989, Gefen & Straub, 2000, Nov & Ye, 2008, Venkatesh & Davis, 1996). TAM is used for
predicting the acceptance, use, and adoption of information systems such as DSS’s, and was
developed by Fred Davies et al. (Davis, 1986, Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989). His model, based on
the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), found that ‘perceived usefulness’ and
‘perceived ease of use’ of a system are important predictors for the ‘intention to use’, which
consequently resulted in ‘actual system use’. Here, Davis (1989) defined ease of use as "the degree
to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free from effort" (p. 320), and
usefulness as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance
his or her job performance” (p. 320).
After the initial TAM, many authors extended the model by building upon its basic premises
and adding additional variables and relationships. A specific stream of literature, particularly in the
field of e-commerce, added system trust as an additional predictor of the intention to use a system.
Figure 4 presents this extended model as presented in several articles (Gefen, Karahanna, & Straub,
2003a, 2003b, Pavlou, 2003, Wu & Chen, 2005). For ease of understanding, the interacting effects
between usefulness, ease of use, and system trust are left out. Although system trust plays a role in
every human-computer interaction, it is of specific interest for e-commerce since this field of study
deals with customer-marketer relationships where the marketer’s trustworthiness is hard to assess.
That is, part of the guarantee that consumers will gain their expected benefit from using the
system/website depends on the people behind it (i.e. credibility) (Pavlou, 2003). This credibility
makes online transactions highly uncertain, thus making system trust of particular interest.
Nonetheless, the same premise applies to NPD portfolio management DSS’s where system trust
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needs to be present in order to gain benefits from using the system. This means that no matter how
sophisticated, useful, or easy to use the system is, it might not be used by a decision-maker who does
not trust it (Muir, 1987).

Perceived
Usefulness
Perceived
Ease of Use

Intention to
Use

Actual System
Use

System trust
Figure 4: Technology Acceptance Model, adapted from Tung, Chang, & Chou (2008)

2.3 IMPROVEMENT OF EXPLANATORY POWER
The previous section described that showing more of a system’s reasoning process leads to increased
process based system trust. This chapter explains that this can be achieved by providing explanation
facilities which make the system more transparent (opening up the black box). An article by Hayes &
Reddy (1983) argued that humans explain for one or more of the following three reasons: 1) to
clarify, 2) to instruct, and 3) to convince. “For example, explanations are used to clarify why a
particular question is being asked, instruct as to how a particular conclusion is reached, and convince
by giving reasons as to why all other alternatives are infeasible” (Dhaliwal, 1993, p.3). Explanations in
DSS’s are also provided because of these reasons. They try to convince users that the underlying
knowledge and processes behind a system’s conclusions and recommendations are appropriate and
correct. They provide information such as why certain calculations are executed, what some
concepts mean, how conclusions are reached, and why other conclusions are or are not drawn. This
makes the reasoning process of systems like DSS’s more transparent, and thus reduces the black box
(Moffitt & Chairperson-Hershauer, 1989).
Paragraph 2.3.1 starts this section by classifying explanations based on several
characteristics; i.e. based on their type of content, presentation, and provision. Paragraph 2.3.2 then
builds upon the TAM model presented in 2.2.4, and the cognitive effort perspective of Payne,
Bettman, & Johnson (1993) by denoting the importance of the ease of use of these explanations.
2.3.1

TYPES OF EXPLANATION

Explanations can take many forms. A frequently cited taxonomic study from Chandrasekaran, Tanner,
& Josephson (1989) identified three overarching classifications that characterize the type of
explanation given: explanation based on content, explanation based on presentation, and
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explanation based on responsiveness. Table 1 shows an overview of the different types of
explanations and their subsequent subtypes. Additionally appendix A-C shows short descriptions and
examples for each characteristic. The following paragraphs assess each of these classifications and
their characteristics.
Table 1: Explanation types, adapted from Chandrasekaran et al. (1989)

Content
Content-based explanations distinguish explanations both on form and referent. The distinction
based on form consists of four types of explanation; terminological-, trace-, deep-, and strategic
explanations. The distinction based on referent subdivides the previous forms further on whether
they are provided in general or case-specific terms. As terminological explanations can only be
general, this basically results in seven content explanation types. Each of these types is based on
several academic studies (Arnold et al., 2004, Gregor & Benbasat, 1999, Rieh & Danielson, 2007) and
will be discussed below. Appendix A provides additional information and examples of these
explanations.
The first form of explanation is the terminological explanation. This type provides the
definition of a word which the user may find hard to understand. As said, this type can only be
provided in general terms, and cannot be case-specific (Gregor & Benbasat, 1999). That is because a
term is always the same, independent of its context, while case-specific explanations are given in the
context of a specific problem and with reference to the data of that case.
The second form is called trace explanation, and provides answers as to ‘how’ the system
came/comes up with a certain outcome or conclusion. It provides the basic steps that the system
takes in its reasoning process. In general terms, this means the general formulas or algorithms the
system uses to come up with an answer. For example, when wondering how a system calculates the
length of a side opposite to the right angle in a right triangle (Pythagorean Theorem), the general
explanation would say a2+b2=c2. However, case-specific explanations would show the exact steps that
a system takes to end up with a specific answer. If someone, in terms of the previous example, would
question how the system ended up with an answer like 52, the answer could be that 32+42=52.
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Although this is a fairly simple example, one could imagine that advanced DSS’s could contain much
more complex reasoning systems.
The third form is called deep explanation. This type of explanation points to extensive
reference material to support the final outcome, or its intermediate steps. In other words, it supports
or justifies the system’s actions, and answers the ‘why’ question behind its line-of-reasoning. In
general terms this could direct to general information, such as additional background information on
Pythagorean Theorem. While, case-specific deep explanations would provide additional supporting
information for that specific answer.
The fourth and final form is called strategic explanation, which clarifies the overall problemsolving strategy as to how it arrives, or does not arrive, at a conclusion or outcome. Although this last
type is used in many expert systems, it is not applicable to NPD portfolio management DSS’s as the
outcomes of the system are not dependent on a certain strategy, but rather on non-discussable
calculations.
Presentation
Another way to distinguish explanations is based on presentation format. Explanations can be either
textual/numerical, graphical, or both. Text-based explanations include ‘rules’ which show the
programming language of a system, ‘canned text’ which are similar rules but in a more readable
form, or the ‘normal natural language’. Systems can further be enhanced by providing graphs, tables,
images or animations which improve the way explanations are given (Gregor & Benbasat, 1999).
Appendix B provides additional information and examples of these type of explanations.
Provision
The final factor to subdivide explanations is based on its provision mechanism. This paragraph
provides a short description of each type of provision, while Appendix C provides additional
information and examples. An explanation may always be present, be invoked by the user, or be
adaptive based on the user’s interaction with the system. Automatic explanations are not under a
user’s control and are thus always provided. User-invoked explanations are provided only when a
user requests it, e.g. from menu options, commands or hypertext links. The final type of provision is
intelligent explanation which is not fully under a user’s control. The system monitors the user in
some way and builds a specific model for the user. The system then decides when and how to
present explanations, based on the way it thinks it will suit the user best (Gregor & Benbasat, 1999).
For example, a system might provide different explanations for experts and novices, or might detect
potential pitfalls for specific users.
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2.3.2

EASE OF USE

When suitably designed, explanations have proven to be of influence on user acceptance of
intelligent systems while simultaneously improving users' trust in the advice provided (Hayes-Roth &
Jacobstein, 1994). However, unsuitably designed explanations will not be used when the user has to
exert ‘too much’ effort to get them; i.e. explanations have to be easy to use and to access (Gregor &
Benbasat, 1999). This is emphasized by the cognitive effort perspective by Payne et al. (1993), which
elucidates limitations in human cognitive capacities. The cognitive effort perspective or cost-benefit
principle was developed in the behavioral decision-making field, where the literature has shown that
effort is an important factor in strategy selection in the decision-making process. Although not
primarily developed for the use of explanations, these implications suggest that “users will not
expend effort in accessing or reading explanations unless the (expected) benefit of doing so is
perceived to outweigh the cost of mental effort” (Gregor & Benbasat, 1999, p. 506). The studies of
Gregor & Benbasat (1999, 1993) show that ‘ease of use’ is an important factor when concerned with
explanations. The ease of use of explanations within a system contributes to the overall ease of use
of that system. Therefore, it is partly a predictor of the overall system ease of use as introduced by
the TAM in paragraph 2.2.4.

2.4 INTEGRATED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter researched academic literature in order to partially fulfill the research question and
objectives as stated in the introduction of this paper. The chapter gave insight in the complexity of
NPD portfolio management and NPD portfolio management DSS’s. The factors influencing system
trust were elaborated upon, and the relation between system trust, input data quality, outcome
trust, and system use and adoption were addressed. Consequently, the influence of explanations on
system trust was presented. All of these topics explained certain research objectives such as: gaining
insights in new product portfolio decision support systems, identifying the dimensions which
influence system trust, specifically in NPD portfolio management DSS, and, finding ways to improve
system trust dimensions. Combining these aspects has led to the integrated conceptual framework as
depicted in Figure 5. The colored variables depict the main topic of research; i.e. the influence of
explanations on system trust. While the transparent variables represent closely related items which
are primarily of supportive nature, and emphasize the importance of the research in the context of
user adoption.
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Figure 5: Integrated conceptual framework
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3 METHODOLOGY
This chapter outlines the way in which the research will be conducted. First, section 3.1 explains why
an exploratory case study research is deployed, and why semi-structured interviews are chosen as
the main method of data collection. Second, section 3.2 describes how and why a purposive sampling
procedure is adopted for the semi-structured interview. Then, section 3.3 provides support for the
structure of the questionnaire employed in the interview. And to conclude, section 3.4 elaborates on
the way in which the data will be analyzed and processed.

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN
An exploratory case study research will be adopted. This method is appropriate since the research
focuses on answering a ‘how’ question, and since it requires an extensive description of a social
phenomenon; i.e. system trust (Yin, 2009). Paragraph 3.1.1 explains why the study is of exploratory
nature. Then, paragraph 3.1.2 elaborates on the techniques adopted to collect data.
3.1.1

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

The research will mainly be of exploratory nature. Exploratory studies are useful when researchers
lack a clear idea of the problems they will meet during the study (Cooper & Schindler, 2003). This is
the case for this research since there is little academic literature about the main topic of interest; i.e.
on system trust dimensions and possible (effective) types of explanations, within the NPD portfolio
management DSS environment. Additionally, no clear framework exists on how to measure different
types of system trust, and possible other external factors which influence the proposed relationships.
Exploratory studies provide researchers with the possibility to get a better understanding of the area
of investigation as it fairly new or only vaguely described (Cooper & Schindler, 2003). The integrated
conceptual framework as depicted in Figure 5 is a preliminary model based on academic literature
from various fields. The validity of the model will be checked, and possibly enhanced by
incorporating the results of this research.
3.1.2

DATA COLLECTION

Due to time constraints, this research adopts a single case design study. The unit of analysis will be
Flightmap, a NPD portfolio management DSS developed by Bicore (an innovation consultancy firm
and portfolio software developer). Appendix D shows some information and screenshots to get an
idea of the system and its functionalities. Several sources of evidence are used in order to collect
data. At first, data is collected by means of exploratory interviews with the developers of Flightmap
in order to get a better understanding of the system, the organization, and case environment.
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Thereafter, Flightmap is explored, and related internal documentation is reviewed in order to get a
better understanding of the system. After these data collection methods, the main research topic is
addressed by conducting semi-structured interviews with Flightmap’s users (i.e. Bicore’s clients). The
following paragraphs shortly describe the case study evidence sources employed.
Exploratory interviews
Multiple exploratory interviews were conducted with one of Flightmap’s main developers; i.e.
Maarten Kluitman. At the start of the research, the interviews were primarily intended to get a
better understanding of Bicore, Flightmap, and how Flightmap was used within different companies
(M. Kluitman, personal communication, October 7, 2013, and November 11, 2013). Later interviews
got into more detail about Fligtmap’s functionalities, and which functionalities were used most
frequently by which users (M. Kluitman, personal communication, December 18, 2013). And in the
last stages before the actual research an interview was held in order to explore and think of possible
ways to improve system trust and explanations (M. Kluitman, personal communication, February 19,
2014).
Another interview was done with Jac Goorden, CEO of Bicore, and expert on the topic of
portfolio management (J. Goorden, personal communication, Febuary 10, 2014). The main goal of
this conversation was to get some insights as to how Flightmap users differed and whether these
differences would influence explanation preference or system trust. From the conversation, it was
hypothesized that two factors are important when considering system trust, and explanations in NPD
portfolio management DSS’s; (1) the participant’s role within the NPD portfolio management
process, and (2) the level of experience they have with NPD portfolio management DSS. The rationale
behind these hypotheses, which were mentioned during this conversation are presented here.
Different perceptions are expected from different roles in the NPD portfolio management
process since they are expected to use the system in different ways, and for different reasons. As a
consequence, they are likely to have different demands to explanations provided by the system, or
different ways in which trust is developed. Although roles may differ per company, they are expected
to generally fall under one of three categories: (1) the (financial) controller who checks whether the
input and/or output data is correct, (2) the key user who does the actual portfolio analysis with the
DSS, and (3) the final decision-maker who makes the final judgment on which projects and portfolio
to develop further (J. Goorden, personal communication, Febuary 10, 2014).
As for different experience levels NPD portfolio management DSS’s, users are expected to
behave differently as they get more experienced. For example, they might require other or less
explanations then inexperienced users. Or system trust dimensions might be influenced as users get
more familiar with the system (J. Goorden, personal communication, Febuary 10, 2014).
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Document analysis & System exploration
Next to the exploratory interviews, additional information on Flightmap’s use, and the actual system
itself are explored. By testing and analyzing the system, a better understanding of the system and its
functionalities for its users is obtained. Additionally, the current use of explanations, the system’s
calculations and reasoning process are better understood. This is also important as preparation for
the following semi-structured interviews. That is, in order to properly conduct in-depth interviews,
and to ask the right probing questions, the researcher has to be adequatly acquainted with the topic
(the system) of interest.
Semi-structured interviews
Whereas the previous methods were mainly concerned with getting a better understanding of the
system, the organization, and the environment, this section is concerned with the main topic of
interest; i.e. user trust in NPD portfolio management DSS’s. In order to research user trust, and since
the research is of exploratory nature, the research adopts semi-structured interviews. This method is
appropriate since they provide in-depth information about people’s opinions, attitudes,
expectations, motivations, knowledge, and experience (Cooper & Schindler, 2003). This type of
information is particularly useful for this research as it tries to find the motivations and opinion of
NPD portfolio management users about their trust and preference for explanations. With qualitative
research, it is possible to get a better understanding of the how (process) and why (meaning) behind
the user’s preferences (Cooper & Schindler, 2003).
Besides the researcher’s search for understanding user’s hidden interpretations and
motivations, the research is concerned with highly qualitative variables. Especially system trust and
its dimensions are hard to measure variables since they are concerned with a user’s perception of a
specific system. No generally accepted, reliable scale appears to be available for system trust or any
of its closely related constructs such as confidence, belief, user agreement, and acceptance (Gregor
& Benbasat, 1999). Lickert-type scales could be adapted to measure the system trust and its
dimensions, however, these types of scales cannot capture the underlying reasons, attitudes, or
motivations like a qualitative research could. Therefore, a qualitative approach like semi-structured
interviews is more suitable for this research.
With semi-structured interviews the researcher starts with some general questions to guide
his interview and then adopts a more flexible stance by following the interviewee’s thoughts and
asking probing questions (Cooper & Schindler, 2003). Semistructered interviews are suitable for this
research as prior knowledge provides the researcher with the possibility to start with some
structured questions; however, they also leave room to explore less researched areas. This provides
the researcher with the possibility to improve the quality of the information received as compared to
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other methods. For example, it is possible for the interviewer to adjust its language according to the
specific situation and participant. Also because the interviewer receives the information directly from
the participant, vocally and visually, he/she can provide immediate feedback, refine questions, and
ask further if an answer is unclear (Cooper & Schindler, 2003).
The interviews need to be well-prepared. The list of questions has to cover the whole breadth
of study and be appropriate in terms of structure (from broad to narrow) (Cooper & Schindler, 2003).
By asking the same questions to each participant comparable data is obtained which indicates (with
the help of correct statistical measures) the generalizability of the findings (Cooper & Schindler,
2003). The interviews will be recorded in order to guarantee that all information is stored. Section
3.3 describes the interview design as adopted in this study.

3.2 SAMPLE
As accustomed in qualitative research, a representative part of the population (i.e. sample) will be
selected based on a nonprobability sampling procedure (Cooper & Schindler, 2003). The specific type
of nonprobablility sampling used for the semi-structured interviews is purposive sampling. In this
type of sampling; “Researchers choose participants arbitrarily for their unique characteristics or their
experiences, attitudes, or perceptions” (Cooper & Schindler, 2003, p. 169). In order to identify who
and how many participants to include in the sample, the basic sampling premise for qualitative
research is applied: “keep sampling as long as your breadth and depth of knowledge of the issue
under study are expanding; stop when you gain no new knowledge or insight” (Cooper & Schindler,
2003, p. 196). That is, participants are interviewed only when they are expected to provide new
insights on the research topic. Following this premise, participants are chosen based on their
differences in: (1) the portfolio role, and (2) level of experience with Flightmap (J. Goorden, personal
communication, Febuary 10, 2014).
The distinction based on portfolio role and experience follows from an interview with Jac
Goorden, CEO of Bicore. Based on this interview three portfolio roles are identified; i.e. controller,
data analyst, and decision-maker, and three experience levels; i.e. no, low, and high experience (J.
Goorden, personal communication, Febuary 10, 2014). It should be noted that this last distinction
refers to the relative experience as compared to users of the same role. The three portfolio roles and
experience levels result in the 3x3 user matrix where each cell denotes a user type (see Table 2). In
addition to the distinction on experience and role, the sampled participants will be chosen from
different companies in order to improve the research’s external validity. Therefore, three companies
are chosen based on their high research and development efforts, their willingness to cooperate in
the research, and use of Flightmap. With the help of Bicore’s client database three companies were
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selected; i.e. Océ, DAF, and Philips. Table 2 shows the interview matrix which denotes each
participant as a capital letter and number. Here, the capital letter indicates one of the three
companies in random order. Unfortunately, the researcher was unable to interview a highly
experienced decision-maker.
Table 2; User Matrix

3.3 INTERVIEW DESIGN
The main goal of the semi-structured interview is to investigate how a user’s system trust in
Flightmap can be improved, and what types of explanation are most effective in doing so. It is
researched whether these factors are influenced by a manager’s role in the portfolio process and
his/her experience with Flightmap. Figure 6 shows the research model which conceptualizes the
hypothesized relationships, and which will drive the upcoming research. In order to research these
relationships the semi-structured interview is broken down in five parts which allow the researcher
to move from general questions to more in-depth topics. Each of the following paragraphs discusses
one or more of these parts, and by doing so, covers part of the presented research model. Appendix
E provides the complete questionnaire, but each of the following paragraphs sheds light on the
structure and rationale of the questions employed.
Credibility

Purpose Trust
Performance
Trust
Explanations:
- Content
- Presentation
- Provision

System Trust

Process Trust

External factors:
- Experience
- Portfolio Role

Figure 6; Research Model
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3.3.1

PORTFOLIO ROLE & EXPERIENCE

The first set of questions, ‘portfolio management process and role’, is concerned with the company’s
NPD portfolio management process. Figure 7 shows to which part of the research model this set of
questions relates. As discussed in the literature review, there are many ways in which to conduct
portfolio management (paragraph 2.1.3). Each company might have a different approach on how to
deal with portfolio decisions. This might involve different roles and tasks assigned to the involved
employees. Therefore, the first questions are concerned with getting a better understanding of the
portfolio process at the specific company, and it is validated whether the hypothesized participant’s
role correspond with his/her specific role in the process.
The second set of questions, ‘Flightmap experience’, relates to the participant’s use and
experience with Flightmap, or other related (decision support) systems in the portfolio process (see
Figure 7). It is assessed how often the participant uses Flightmap, and which functionalities he/she
uses and masters. Although the participants were roughly categorized as no, low, or highly
experienced as compared to the other participants of the same role, their experience level cannot be
compared among the different roles. That is, a low experienced data analyst might be more
experienced then a highly experienced controller. Therefore, during the interview, the participants
are asked to rank their Flightmap experience on a scale from 1-10 so that experience can also be
assessed among roles (question 10, Appendix E).
Credibility

Purpose Trust
Performance
Trust
Explanations:
- Content
- Presentation
- Provision

System Trust

Process Trust

External factors:
- Experience
- Portfolio Role

Figure 7; Portfolio role & experience
3.3.2

SYSTEM TRUST DIMENSIONS

The third set of questions, ‘system trust dimensions’, is involved with discovering the participant’s
rationale in trusting a system or not. Initially, the participant is asked whether he/she trusts the
system’s recommendations and outcomes. Then, probing questions are asked in order to identify the
participant’s motivation for (not) trusting these outcomes, and whether this involves system trust.
These first questions are open question in order to prevent the researcher from biasing the
participant’s answers. However, in order to validate whether the proposed system trust dimensions,
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additional questions may be asked in relation to credibility, performance-, purpose-, and process
based system trust. Figure 8 depicts part of the research model to which this set of question relates.
All (additional) factors mentioned by the participant are listed by the researcher (question 16,
Appendix E). In order to get a better understanding of their importance, the participants are
specifically asked to mention which factors they would identify as most important.
Credibility

Purpose Trust
Performance
Trust
Explanations:
- Content
- Presentation
- Provision

System Trust

Process Trust

External factors:
- Experience
- Portfolio Role

Figure 8; System trust
3.3.3

IMPROVING TRUST & EXPLANATIONS

The fourth set of questions, ‘improving trust’, is concerned with identifying ways in which system
trust could be improved according to the participant. Depending on the answers provided in the
previous section, the participants are asked whether they could come up with ways which could
influence their trust in the system. And, which improvement would impact which trust dimension.
Figure 9 shows part of the research model to which this set of questions relates.
The fifth and final set of questions, ‘explanations’, revolves around explanations which could
improve the process based trust. Probing questions are asked in order to trigger the participant to
come up with possible improvements. Visual aids like bubble plots, graphs, tables, hyperlinks, and
other types of explanations will be presented in order to trigger the participant’s creativity in finding
a possible improvement that would improve their system trust. Additional questions are asked in
order to identify whether system trust is indeed influenced by explanations through process trust. In
the literature review, paragraph 2.3.1 discussed the various types of explanations which could be
presented in DSS’s. These types are used in order to structure the answers provided by the
participants. All possible improvements in explanatory power mentioned by the participant are listed
by type by the researcher (question 28, Appendix E).
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Figure 9; Improving trust & explanations

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS
Before the data is collected, a suitable data analysis technique has to be determined in order to “turn
the data into information that in turn can serve to develop concepts theories, explanations, or
understanding” (Crowther & Lancaster, 2009, p. 176). Three key steps which are common to any
qualitative data analyzing technique are followed; data reduction, data display, and conclusion
drawing and verification (Crowther & Lancaster, 2009). The first step, data reduction, is “the process
of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and transforming qualitative data by identifying and
organizing the data into clear patterns” (Crowther & Lancaster, 2009, p. 194). The qualitative data
can already be retrieved in fairly organized patterns since a semi-structured interview is employed
which uses a questionnaire to roughly guide the conversation. As the questionnaire is divided into
five distinct parts, the retrieved data is already roughly organized per topic. These topics are
organized in such fashion that will allow the researcher to start broad and focus on specific topics as
the interview progresses. Furthermore, the interviews are semi-structured which means that similar
questions are asked to each participant, this allows the researcher to easily retrieve and code useful
information.
The actual qualitative data is collected in two ways; i.e. the researcher takes notes, and the
conversation is recorded. For every potentially useful answer or statement, the research notes the
question number (if applicable), the time of the statement (so the researcher can easily find the
recorded statement if necessary), and adds short tags so the researcher remembers what was being
said. In this way, also the length and extensiveness about which the user elaborates can be
measured. At the end of the interviews the researcher combines the tags in order to have a summary
of tags of what was being said by whom during which topic. To improve the internal validity, after
certain topics, participants are specifically asked to mention the factors (dimensions and
explanations) again which they thought are (most) important. For analytical purposes, the researcher
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has build in tables on which he can fill in whether certain factors are mentioned. These tables can
later be used to easily present these qualitative variables quantitatively. Questions 16 and 28 of the
questionnaire (Appendix D) are such questions that allow the researcher to abstract and transform
these qualitative data into clear patterns and tables.
The next step, data display, “involves the presentation of the qualitative data in ways which
enable other to assess, interpret and evaluate the interpretation and conclusions drawn by the
researcher” (Crowther & Lancaster, 2009, p. 195). The tables which the researcher uses in questions
16 and 28 of the questionnaire (Appendix D) allow him to transform the data more easily. This step
corresponds with the following chapter 4 “Results” in which the results of the interviews will be
presented in ease-to-interpret tables and condensed texts and quotes which support the presented
results. The results are presented per topic which not only improves their interpretability, but also
increases the validity and reliability of the collected data (Crowther & Lancaster, 2009).
The final step for analyzing qualitative data is conclusion drawing and verification. This
corresponds with chapter 5 “Conclusion” as it discusses and concludes on possible relationships
among variables, drawn from the complete data analysis. These conclusions, as well as the tentative
conclusion throughout the analysis, have to be verified in relation to the initial ideas and thoughts on
expected relationships and patterns in the qualitative data (Crowther & Lancaster, 2009). Similar to
the second step, the process of how conclusions are drawn and verified should be open for others to
evaluate in order to improve validity and reliability.
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4 RESULTS
This chapter will provide an overview of the most important findings from the semi-structured
interviews. Each section relates to a different part of the research model (in accordance with section
3.3). First, section 4.1 describes the results from the first part of the interview as the participant’s
experience level and portfolio role are validated. It also presents the revised user matrix which will
act as a stepping stone for the subsequent results and conclusions in the following chapter. Then,
section 4.2 presents the results concerning the system trust dimensions, and section 4.3 those on the
possible improvements of system trust, and the preferred types of explanation. To conclude, section
4.4 presents the overarching results.

4.1 PORTFOLIO ROLE & EXPERIENCE
Table 2 presented the purposive sampled users or participants. These participants, from different
companies, were chosen based on their diverse characteristics; i.e. based on their differences in
portfolio management role and NPD portfolio management DSS experience. This section validates
whether these purposive sampled participants were indeed correctly categorized, and proposes a
NPD portfolio management DSS user categorization which will act as a stepping stone for the
subsequent results.
The interviews showed that each company differently approaches the NPD portfolio process
as they adopt different tools and methods in making portfolio decisions. However, as hypothesized,
this didn’t result in major differences in the portfolio roles among these companies; i.e. the three
portfolio roles can clearly be distinguished at all companies. So the controllers are indeed primarily
involved in checking in- and output data, the data-analysts in the actual analysis, and the decisionmakers with the overall holistic view of the process.
As for the user’s experience with Flightmap, the participants were initially categorized based
on no, low, and high experience levels. However, this scale only qualitatively distinguished
participants of the same role. Therefore, during the interviews, the participants were asked to rank
their own level of experience on a scale from 1-10 (Appendix F shows the scores of each participant).
With this new scale, all participants can be compared on equal quantitative terms. A score from 1-3 is
identified as non-/little experienced, 4-7 as medium experienced, and 8-10 as highly experienced.
This resulted in A1, A2, and C4 being non-/low experienced; B3, C7, and B8 as medium experienced;
and C5 and B6 as highly experienced. Table 3 shows the new user matrix that follows from the
experience revision.
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Table 3; Revised user matrix

4.2 SYSTEM TRUST DIMENSIONS
The second part of the interview consisted of in-depth questions about the nature of system trust,
and which system dimensions influence system trust. Four factors, identified from literature were
questioned, and the participants were triggered to come up with other possible dimensions as well.
Table 4 shows a summarized view of the results; all dimensions mentioned to influence system trust
by the participants are shown in orange, while the dimension(s) which they deemed most important
are shown in green. In analyzing these results, a big difference in system trust dimensions was
identified between the Decision-makers (abbreviated as D) and Non-Decision-makers; i.e. controllers
and data analysts (abbreviated as ND). The following sections describe each of these dimensions
from most important to less important, and they depict the differences found between Decisionmakers and Non-Decision-makers.
Table 4; Result of System Trust Dimensions

4.2.1

PROCESS BASED TRUST

Process based trust is the factor which depends on understanding the algorithms, calculations, and
methods which form the reasoning process behind a system’s outcomes, and their appropriateness
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for the situation (Lee & See, 2004). For NPD portfolio management DSS like Flighmap this means the
transparency of the system in what it does and how it comes to its conclusions. When participants
were asked to identify which dimensions influenced their system trust (questions 14-16, Appendix E),
process based trust was mentioned most frequently. In fact, all eight participants agreed that process
based trust affects system trust. One of the participants replied to a question about system trust
that: “When Flightmap was just introduced we had difficulties with the system since there were a lot
of hiccups in the system’s calculations and outcomes, and it was hard to trace back the data” (NDB3). Another participant (ND-C5) mentioned that when they didn’t trust a certain outcome, they
would first check all input data and then all calculations. But to check these calculations they had to
contact Bicore as to how these calculations were done. This created suspicions and distrust in the
system.
Of all the users who mentioned that process based trust influences their trust in a system,
the six non-decision-makers even identified it as the single most important factor influencing system
trust. The decision-makers did mention process based trust, but not as the most important factor
influencing system trust. One of the decision-makers explained this as he stated that the focus
shouldn’t be on the exact calculations and numbers that are produced by FlightMap, but rather on
the possibility to compare and rank projects. He articulated this ‘mistake’ metaphorically as: “Then
you use Flightmap like a screwdriver: you can open paint cans with it, but that’s not the purpose of
the tool” (D-B8).
4.2.2

PURPOSE BASED TRUST

Purpose based trust refers to the degree a user believes that a system’s purpose is the same as
his/her intentions with that system. Thus, a user trusts the system when the user has the idea that
the system’s intentions are aligned with his/her own. Whether purpose based trust is attributed to a
system generally depends on whether the purpose of the system is fully and correctly communicated
to the user (Lee & See, 2004). Table 4 shows that all participants mentioned purpose based trust as a
factor influencing system trust. However, only the two decision-makers identified it as (one of) the
most important factor(s). One of the decision makers markedly stated the importance of purpose
based trust: “My trust in a system is generally high, but only when it supports the business process. A
tool is meant to support a process; the process is leading” (D-C7). In his eyes, it is key to clearly state
which problem the tool solves and whether this coincides with the specific problem at hand. The
non-decision-makers mentioned purpose based trust as an important factor influencing system trust
but didn’t find it as important as the decision-makers since: “In the beginning we looked closely into
Flightmap and whether it fitted our needs. However, when these first doubts were resolved, we were
primarily concerned with the system’s calculations” (ND-B6).
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4.2.3

CREDIBILITY

Credibility refers to the extent to which a user accepts or rejects a system and its outcomes based on
his/her opinion of its source (Madhavan & Wiegmann, 2007). In this case, FlightMap’s source is
Bicore; the developing company behind the system. Both decision-makers mentioned credibility as a
factor influencing trust, of which one even identified it as the most important factor together with
purpose based trust since: “When choosing an appropriate tool it’s all about connections and trust. If
you trust a company, especially a small one like Bicore, you’re more likely to trust their product” (DB8). The support for credibility as a factor influencing system trust was more divided under the nondecision-makers; i.e. only two out of six mentioned it. One of these two participants mentioned that
credibility especially played an important role during the beginning of using the system: “I know Jac
(CEO of Bicore) and I know he is very experienced in the field of portfolio management. So based on
his competence I would be more likely to trust the system. However, the system still has to prove
itself” (ND-A2). This type of trust closely relates to interpersonal trust as it directly involves a single
person. However, as this person is directly involved in the development of the system it can also be
considered as the system’s source which the user finds credible to a certain extent. A response which
was used by one of the non-decision-makers who didn’t mention credibility to influence system trust
was: “For me it doesn’t matter if the system comes from an experienced company or not. I just need
the system to work properly” (ND-C5).
4.2.4

PERFORMANCE BASED TRUST

Performance based trust refers to the expectation that current and historical desirable performance
predicts desirable performance in the future (Lee & See, 2004). For NPD portfolio management DSS’s
this means that system trust develops as the system continuously proves to increase the
effectiveness (accuracy) and/or efficiency (speed) of portfolio decision-making efforts (Riedel et al.,
2011). However, from the interviews it became apparent that assessing portfolio decision-making
effectiveness is hard for NPD portfolio management DSS’s since they involve portfolio decisions
which’ outcomes can only be assessed after extended time periods (it can take months to years to
develop and a NPD project). One of the participants articulated this as: “You can have the feeling that
you made a good rational decision, however, in portfolio management you never know how it
would’ve been if you did it differently” (ND-B6).This shows why none of the non-decision-makers
identified performance based trust as a factor influencing system trust.
Decision-makers on the other hand, had a different perspective on a desirable performance
of a NPD portfolio management DSS. They did not judge the system on its decision-making
effectiveness, but rather on its ability to assess and compare projects. One of the decision-makers
quoted that the system is a tool which: “enables discussions as it gets people on the same page” and
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“it provides the ability to equally compare projects” (ND-B8). In this respect, both decision-makers did
mention performance based trust as a factor influencing system trust.
4.2.5

INPUT DATA QUALITY

Although the research and interviews were mainly focused on factors influencing system trust,
another aspect closely related to system trust but not directly related to the research, frequently
came up; i.e. input data quality. Especially the non-decision-makers frequently mentioned the
importance of input data quality in relation to system trust as they both were the main predictors of
trusting a system’s outcome. Although system trust and input quality are closely related, they
develop differently in the mind of the user. On this difference, one of the non-decision-makers
mentioned the following: “System trust needs to develop once, especially at the beginning of testing
and using a system. Unless there is reason not to, you keep on trusting it... On the other hand, data
quality is constantly changing as new data becomes available; therefore, it needs to be checked over
and over again” (ND-B3). Another participant recalled this from practice as he stated: “We put in
extra effort at the beginning of using Flightmap in order to check calculations so that we would trust
the system. However, in normal operations the data quality is the thing to worry about” (ND-B6).

4.3 IMPROVING TRUST & EXPLANATIONS
The previous section identified which system trust dimensions were important influencing factors to
improve system trust. Besides, it showed that this importance differed for decision-makers and nondecision-makers. The results in this section elaborate on this, as the participants were asked to come
up with possible improvements for these system trust dimensions. Participants were specifically
asked to come up with solutions for dimensions which they found to be most important. As this
greatly differed between decision-makers and non-decision-makers, the following section is divided
based on their mentioned improvements. As followed from literature, non-decision-makers
mentioned explanations as the best way to improve system trust. Therefore, paragraph 4.3.1
elaborates further on how these explanations should look like according to them. However, decisionmakers didn’t find explanations and process based trust as important, and came up with some other
ways to improve system trust (paragraph 4.3.2).
4.3.1

NON-DECISION-MAKERS

All non-decision-makers identified process based trust as the most important factor influencing
system trust. Besides, they all confirmed that explanations are the best way to improve this process
based trust. However, not all non-decision-makers unanimously mentioned the same types of
explanations. The literature review (paragraph 2.3.1) showed that explanations could be categorized
along several dimensions; type of content (referent and form), presentation, and provision
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(Chandrasekaran, Tanner, & Josephson, 1989). Appendix A-C provides examples of each type of
explanation. These are broadly defined types, but during the interviews the participants were
specifically questioned as to how these explanations should look like. Table 5 shows the content-type
explanations mentioned by each non-decision-maker based on referent (general or case-specific) and
form (terminological, trace, and deep explanations). In analyzing these results, a difference was
identified between experience levels as to which content-types of explanation influenced process
based system trust; i.e. a difference was identified between no-/little experienced users
(InExperienced users abbreviated as IE), and medium and highly experienced users (Experienced
users abbreviated as E). The following paragraphs describe each content-type, present its differences
found between InExperienced and Experienced users, and specifies their preference on presentation
and provision.
Table 5; Results of Explanatory Improvements

TERMINOLOGICAL EXPLANATIONS
Terminological explanations provide the definition of a word which the user may find hard to
understand. Table 5 presents the results from the interviews and shows that four out of six nondecision-makers mentioned that terminological explanations could help them develop system trust.
Except for one, all these participants were inexperienced Flightmap users. An inexperienced user
described that he found terminological explanations useful in developing process based system trust
since it helped him to refresh his memory: “A quick reminders never hurts… Especially with vague
terms like attractiveness” (IE-A1). Where the experienced user stated that: “We have a lot of
information to process, and portfolio management only happens once in every few months. So then
people have to get used to working with the terms and look of Flightmap again” (E-B6). However,
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most experienced users didn’t find terminological explanations useful since they saw it as common
knowledge.
The users who did mention terminological explanations to influence process based trust,
preferred these explanations to be presented textually. No graphical explanation was needed since
terminological explanations just need to provide the definition. On the third explanation dimension,
i.e. provision, the users mentioned that terminological explanations should be user-invoked. Their
reasoning was that, although they might want an explanation themselves, they believe that other
users might not need or want the same explanation at all. They believe that it highly case-specific
whether a user might want an explanation or not. Therefore, automatic explanations are ruled out
since “It’s annoying when you are bothered with explanations you don’t want. They distract you from
the things you are working on” (IE-A2). While intelligent explanations are thought to be less useful,
since: “Whether I want an explanation or not depends on many external factors. I don’t think a
machine could analyze that” (IE-A1).The users’ reasoning for preferring user-invoked explanations
over intelligent and automatic explanations were also used for the other explanation types.
TRACE EXPLANATIONS
Two other types of explanations are general and case-specific trace explanations. All non-decisionmakers, both experienced and inexperienced, mentioned case-specific trace explanations since they
provide the calculations as to how a system came up with a certain conclusion or outcome. They
found these calculations especially useful for the more complex NPV and ROI calculations since they
involved many calculations and input data. One of the experienced participants mentioned that: “If
the input data seems correct but the output doesn’t, then I want to check the system’s calculations…
If I cannot see these intermediate calculations, I’m inclined to doubt the system” (E-C5).
All users mentioned that these type of explanations should be user-provoked, and be
presented both textually/numerically and graphically. They mentioned that although numerical
explanations were most important, formulas and graphs would be welcome additions: “Cashflows
are nice but in the end it’s all about the exact numbers” (E-B3).
Besides the case-specific trace explanations, two out of three inexperienced users mentioned
that general trace explanations could be useful for developing system trust. They emphasized the
importance of knowing how the system reasons; not only the specific formula but also in general
terms as this makes it easier to understand the general reasoning. When discussing this topic, one of
the inexperienced users stated: “Sometimes you just want to see how the formula is derived” (IE-A2).
The other users who didn’t mention general trace explanations mainly argued that these were not
necessary as long as case-specific trace explanations were provided. These explanations were
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preferred to be user-invoked and presented textually/numerically, since no graphs could be
presented in general terms.
DEEP EXPLANATIONS
Deep explanations point to extensive reference material to support the final outcome or its
intermediate steps. It provides additional knowledge as to ‘why’ a system works like it does by
providing context. None of the non-decision-makers, experienced or inexperienced, mentioned
general or case-specific deep explanations. When participants were asked for their reasoning behind
this, they mentioned that as case-specific trace explanations would already provide them
information about the systems intermediate steps, additional deep information would not improve
their understanding of the system intentions. Especially, since they ought that the ‘why’ question
behind the use of the system has to be known by its users; they see this as common knowledge for
anyone using the system. One of the users stated this as: “Why would you provide additional
information? If you don’t know why you’re using the system, you shouldn’t use it in the first place” (EC4).
EXCEL
One particular topic which was mentioned several times in the interviews is the use of excel
alongside Flightmap. Excel is a separate software system with its own functionalities and thus cannot
formally be seen as an explanation facility of Flightmap. However, it can perform NPV calculations
similar to those in Flightmap. All three experienced non-decision-makers (B3, C5, B6) mentioned that
they used excel to check the calculations whenever they didn’t trust the system or its outcomes.
They could retrace Flightmap’s steps with excel since Bicore provided them with the calculations
done by the system. Excel provided them with the intermediate calculations and functioned as a
double check to Flightmap. In that sense, excel is used as a (general and/or case-specific) trace
explanation since: “The calculations in excel are transparent; when you want to know how it works,
you just click on one of the cells” (E-C5).
4.3.2

DECISION-MAKERS

Whereas the non-decision-makers primarily focused on process based trust and how explanations
could improve this, the decision-makers identified purpose based trust and credibility as the most
important factors influencing system trust. Therefore, they were questioned to come up with
possible improvements that would improve these system trust dimensions. The first improvement
which would improve purpose based trust was mentioned by participant D-C7. He supposed that
Bicore, Flightmap’s developing company, could provide his customers with specialized NPD portfolio
management DSS training courses. These training courses could be given to all user types
(controllers, data analysts, and decision-makers) in order to teach them how the ‘ideal’ portfolio
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process looks like, and how they could best incorporate Flightmap in this. This could be a good start
of implementing Flightmap as its purpose is correctly communicated to all users.
The second improvement, mentioned by participant D-C8, was the use testimonials to
improve Bicore’s credibility. Testimonials, in this context, are statements from renowned companies
which extol the virtue of using Flightmap. He mentioned that this, together with personal contact,
would be the most important aspects to improve credibility.

4.4 NPD PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT DSS USER GROUPS
The results showed that different types of NPD portfolio management DSS users could be
distinguished, based on the way they develop system trust, and ways in which they think this trust
could be improved. It was found that based on a user’s portfolio role (decision-maker or non-decision
maker) his/her system trust develops based on different system trust dimensions. Additionally, it was
found that based on a non-decision-maker’s experience (experienced or inexperienced) with a NPD
portfolio management DSS (in this case Flightmap) he/she prefers different types of explanations
that would improve his/her process based trust. These two important distinctions lead to three
characteristic NPD portfolio management DSS user groups. Table 6 shows how these distinctions
transformed the revised user matrix (shown at the start of this chapter in Table 3) to the three user
groups; i.e. the InExperienced Non-Decision-makers (IE-ND), the Experienced Non-Decision-makers
(E-ND), and the Decision-makers (D). The implications of these three groups will be explained in the
following chapter.
Table 6; NPD portfolio management DSS user groups
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5 CONCLUSION
This final chapter finalizes the research as it answers the main research question and concludes
on the research’s results and finding in section 5.1. Then the managerial and academic
implications are presented in section 5.2 and 5.3. Thereafter, section 5.4 exposes the research’s
limitations. To conclude, section 5.5 provides some directions and opportunities which might
encourage future research in this field of study.

5.1 CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
This research started with the following research question:

“Which factors influence a user’s trust in new product portfolio decision support systems, and how
could this system trust be improved?”

The following section answers this question by concluding on the employed case study. From the
case study it was identified that the factors influencing system trust, and the methods to improve
system trust differed based on the type of user. That is, based on a user’s portfolio role (decisionmaker or non-decision-maker) different system trust dimensions influence system trust. Additionally,
it was found that within the non-decision-maker user group the mentioned improvements differed
based on their experience level with the system (experienced or inexperienced). This leads to three
NPD portfolio management DSS user groups, each mentioning different ways to develop and improve
system trust. Table 7 shows an overview of the characteristics of each user group. The following
sections conclude on the findings and discuss the similarities and differences between these groups.
The most important conclusions will be presented first. Paragraphs 5.1.1 starts by elaborating on the
impact of a user’s portfolio role on the system trust dimensions. Thereafter, paragraph 5.1.2
discusses the findings on the system trust improvements (i.e. explanations) mentioned by nondecision-makers, and the influence of experience on these improvements. Then, paragraph 5.1.3
discusses a particular interesting finding on the use of excel as an explanation tool. Paragraph 5.1.4
discusses the mentioned system improvements by the decision-makers. And paragraph 5.1.5 ends
with an additional finding, not directly derived from the research question.
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Table 7; User Group Summary

5.1.1

PORTFOLIO ROLE AND SYSTEM TRUST DIMENSIONS

A NPD portfolio management DSS user’s system trust might be influenced by four dimensions; i.e.
credibility, process-, purpose-, performance based system trust. However, depending on a user’s
portfolio role, he/she finds some system trust dimensions more important than others in developing
system trust. The research showed a difference between two user groups: decision-makers and nondecision-makers (Table 8).
Table 8; User group system trust dimensions

Non-decision-makers are users whose role in the portfolio process is either controller or data
analyst. It has been found that this user group develops trust in a NPD portfolio management DSS
along three system trust dimensions; i.e. process based trust, purpose based trust, and credibility.
Process based trust refers to understanding and trusting the system’s algorithms, calculations and
reasoning process. Purpose based trust refers to degree to which a user believes that a system’s
purpose is the same as his/her intentions with that system. And credibility to the extent to which a
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user trusts a system based on the source its coming from; i.e. the developing company. Of these
three dimensions, process based trust was found to be the most important factor influencing system
trust. This means that non-decision-makers tend to look more closely at a system’s reasoning
process, and how transparent the system explains its actions.
One dimension, not identified by non-decision-makers as a factor influencing system trust, is
performance based trust. Performance based trust refers to the expectation that current and
historical desirable performance predicts desirable performance in the future (Lee & See, 2004). A
possible explanation for the fact that none of the participants mentioned performance based trust is
because of the difficulty in assessing the NPD portfolio management DSS’s performance. That is, nondecision-makers judge the DSS’s performance based on whether the DSS’s outcome leads to better
projects portfolios as compared to not using the system. However, these outcomes can only be
assessed after extended time periods (it can take months to years to develop and a NPD project).
Besides, it can never be assessed how business would have been if different projects were chosen.
Opposed to the non-decision-makers are the decision-makers. Decision-makers develop trust
in a NPD portfolio management DSS along four system trust dimensions; i.e. process based trust,
purpose based trust, credibility, and performance based trust. For this user group purpose based
trust, and how well this purpose is communicated to the user, is the most important influence on
system trust. This means that decision-makers look carefully to whether a system fits its purpose; i.e.
whether a system solves the right problem within the right context. As opposed to the non-decisionmakers, decision-makers did find performance based trust to influence system trust. An explanations
could be that decision-makers differently assess a NPD portfolio management DSS’s performance.
That is, they primarily use it as a tool which helps them to structure the decision-making process,
provides the ability to equally compare projects, and to make the process more transparent.
The differences between decision-makers and non-decision-makers in which and how system
trust dimensions influence system trust might be explained by a difference in how they approach the
portfolio management process. That is, decision-makers are generally higher level managers that
tend to have a holistic and abstract view of the portfolio decision at hand. They are looking more at
the bigger picture and why they would use a certain system, therefore, they put more emphasis on
purpose based trust as an important factor influencing trust. On the other hand, data analyst and
controllers tend to be more close to the operational side of portfolio management; i.e. they are
inclined to be more focused on supporting the process and validating in- and output data. And since
process based trust is a way to validate this data, non-decision-makers put more emphasis on
purpose based trust as an important factor influencing trust.
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5.1.2

NON-DECISION-MAKERS EXPERIENCE AND SYSTEM TRUST IMPROVEMENTS

Following from the system trust dimensions, both the decision-makers and non-decision-makers
mentioned ways in which this system trust could be improved. Since both user groups mentioned
different dimensions, they also mentioned different improvements (Table 9).
Table 9; Non-decision-makers’ system trust improvements

Non-decision-makers mentioned process based trust as the most important dimension
influencing system trust, and they mentioned explanations as the best way to improve this type of
system trust. From literature different types of explanations were distinguished based on content,
presentation, and provision. For NPD portfolio management DSS five content type explanations were
identified; i.e. terminological, general trace, case-specific trace, general deep, and case-specific deep
explanations. From these types, case-specific trace explanations were mentioned by all non-decisionmakers. These explanations provide the user with the exact steps that a system takes to end up with
a specific answer. Therefore, when a user does not trust a certain outcome, he/she can trace back
the system’s steps in order to verify whether the system made wrong calculations. This is especially
useful for complex calculations such as NPV or ROI. Case-specific explanations can best be presented
both numerically and graphically. That is, by showing intermediate calculations, assumptions, and
graphical representations of these calculations. Furthermore they can best be provided when the
user invokes them since it strongly depends from person to person whether or not somebody wants
to see the explanation or not. And because always presenting an explanation would hinder users
who don’t require them.
Two types of explanations, general and case-specific deep explanations, were not identified
by non-decision-makers to influence process based trust. These types of explanation support or
justify the system’s actions or outcomes by answering the ‘why’ question behind its line-ofreasoning. General explanations do so in general terms while case-specific do so by referring to a
specific outcome. It is assumed that these explanations do not influence process based trust since
the knowledge behind the system is ought to be known by the people using the system. That is, nondecision-makers who use the methods and calculations in a NPD portfolio management DSS don’t
need justification of the system’s actions since they already know them.
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Terminological and general trace explanations were only mentioned to influence process
based trust by a specific group of people; i.e. the inexperienced non-decision-makers. Terminological
explanations provide the definition of a word which the user may find hard to understand. And
general trace explanations provide the basic steps, in general formulas and algorithms that the
system takes in its reasoning process. The reason why inexperienced non-decision-makers did
identify these explanations to influence process based and the experienced did not, might be
explained by the fact that inexperienced users are not very familiar with the terminology or
reasoning of the system, while experienced users are. That is, experienced users might have
encountered similar problems at first, but solved these problems by trial and error, or by asking
other, more experienced people for explanations. The users who mentioned both terminological and
general trace explanations preferred to have them textual/numerically presented, not graphically.
Here, graphical explanations were not necessary since terms do not need graphical explanation.
Similar to case-specific explanations it was found that these type of explanations could best be
provided when invoked by the user since it is strongly case-specific whether a user requires an
explanation or not. And since always providing the explanation would hinder users who don’t require
them.
5.1.3

EXCEL AS AN EXPLANATION TOOL

The previous paragraph showed that one of the most important conclusions was that non-decisionmakers would like to see case-specific trace explanations in order to improve their process based
trust. Currently Flightmap does not provide a case-specific trace explanation facility, therefore, many
non-decision-makers use excel as a sort of case-specific trace explanation. That is, they have excel
files which perform NPV calculations (almost) identical to those in Flightmap. They could make them
identical since Bicore provided them with the calculations as they are made in the system. In this
way, whenever these users didn’t trust the system or its outcomes, they could retrace Flightmap’s
steps with excel. Excel can show the intermediate steps by simply clicking a specific cell and analyzing
the formula as used to specify the value of the cell.
The use of excel as an explanation facility of Flightmap might make the use of case-specific
explanations superfluous. That is, even when case-specific explanations are implemented in
Flightmap, non-decision-makers might hold on to excel as an explanation facility since they are so
accustomed to using excel in their day to day job. Besides, excel provides many degrees of freedom
in how calculations can be presented. However, users might not always need such amounts freedom.
In these cases, case-specific explanations within Flightmap might be useful for non-decision-makers
as this doesn’t require them to have a separate program running parallel to Flightmap.
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5.1.4

DECISION-MAKERS AND SYSTEM TRUST IMPROVEMENTS

Whereas the non-decision-makers primarily focused on process based trust and how explanations
could improve this, the decision-makers identified purpose based trust as the most important factors
influencing system trust (Table 10). When the decision-makers were asked to come up with ways to
improve system trust, they mentioned two methods; i.e. portfolio training to improve purpose based
trust and testimonials to improve credibility. The portfolio training sessions(s) could be focused on
teaching users how to use NPD portfolio management DSS’s (Flightmap), and how this fits best in the
company’s current portfolio process. As these session(s) would be given to all users, the purpose of
the system is communicated clearly to everybody involved in the process. Testimonials could be used
to improve the credibility of the developing company. That is, renowned companies which extol the
virtue of using the system could improve the credibility of the developing company (Bicore).
Table 10; Decision-makers’ system trust improvements

5.1.5

SYSTEM TRUST AND INPUT DATA QUALITY

From the literature review, it became clear that in order to trust and use a system’s outcomes one
has to trust both the input data quality and the system itself. This research primarily focused on the
impact of system trust; however, the importance of input data quality alongside system trust became
apparent since it was frequently mentioned by all non-decision-makers. This shows that it is often
hard to merely assess one without mentioning the other. Therefore, this paragraph discusses the
major conclusions on input data quality in relation to system trust.
The results showed that trusting system outcomes is determined by both data input quality
and system trust. Like process based trust, input data quality was specifically mentioned by the nondecision-makers. The rationale behind this is thought to be similar to that of process based trust; i.e.
based on differences in scope as decision-makers have a more abstract view of portfolio
management as compared to non-decision-makers with a more operational view. A major difference
between system trust and input data quality is the way it develops over time. That is, the participants
mentioned that system trust primarily develops in the first phases of using a system. When a person
places trust in a system, it remains fairly constant over time. Sometimes, the user likes to calibrate
his/her trust in the system, but as no major events occur it is unnecessary to change ones level of
system trust. This is totally different for input data quality, since the system is used to calculate lots
of different projects and portfolios. Each project and estimation is based on different input data, so
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each time the quality of this data has to be validated. Thus, in general terms this means that system
trust primarily develops in the early stages of using a system and needs calibration once in a while,
while input data quality needs to be assessed over and over again.
Another conclusion from the interviews is the importance of fully trusting a system’s
outcomes. Again, this is particularly mentioned by non-decision-makers. These managers are keen on
finding a valid estimation which they fully trust. That means they do not proceed with output data
which they slightly distrust. When a user doubts an outcome he/she has to validate it by reevaluating the input data quality and his system trust. Since input data quality is often the most
flexible of both, this is checked first. When the user is convinced that the input data quality is good,
but still doesn’t trust the outcome, he/she might turn to the system’s reasoning process (i.e. process
based trust). If this does not satisfy his trust, then either the system’s reasoning process is not made
clear enough which might result in decreased process based trust, or it doesn’t calculate it in the
right way which might decrease purpose based trust and/or credibility.

5.2 MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
Based on above conclusions and discussion, the present research derives some valuable implications
for NPD portfolio management DSS developers. And specifically for Bicore as the developing
company of Flightmap on which this case study is based. But also firms who use, or have ambitions to
use, NPD portfolio management DSS’s to structure their decision-making process. This research
emphasized the importance of portfolio decision-making, and how DSS’s can help to structure and
improve this process, which is vital to a company’s survival in today’s business environment. When
properly designed, NPD portfolio management DSS’s can improve the portfolio management
decision-making process. However, trusting a system and its outcomes is crucial in doing so, since a
lack of trust in a system renders the potential benefit and usage of the system obsolete.
The most important implication is the fact that developers of NPD portfolio management
DSS’s like Bicore can tailor their sales pitch based on the type of user they are directing their pitch to.
That is, the research identified three user groups which differently develop system trust, and which
have different preferences when it comes to ways in which to improve their system trust. Thus,
based on whether a developer is communicating with an (1a) inexperienced non-decision-maker,
(1b) experienced non-decision-maker, or (2) decision-maker, he/she might want to adjust his/her
communication style and emphasize different functionalities/attributes of its system. The following
paragraph shortly discusses each user group, and the best way to approach them.
1. Non-decision-makers are controllers and data analyst that tend to be more close to the
operational side of portfolio management; i.e. they are inclined to be more focused on
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supporting the process and validating in- and output data. Therefore, they primarily develop
system trust based on process based trust as this provides information on the system’s logic
and reasoning process. DSS developers can best gain their trust by implementing explanation
facilities in their DSS that make the system’s reasoning process more transparent.
a. Inexperienced non-decision-makers are the non-decision-makers who have no or
little experience with using a particular NPD portfolio management DSS. In order to
improve their trust in a system, developers might implement several types of
explanation facilities in the system; i.e. case-specific trace explanations, general trace
explanations, and terminological explanations. While case-specific trace explanations
should preferably be both textual/numerical and graphically supported, the others
should solely be textual/numerical. Additionally, they are preferred to be provided
only when the user invokes them. Appendix G shows some photo-shopped previews
of possible ways as to how these explanation facilities might look like for Flightmap.
b. Experienced non-decision-makers are the non-decision-makers who have are more
familiar with using a particular NPD portfolio management DSS. Therefore, these
users don’t require general trace or terminological explanations. However, they do
prefer case-specific trace explanations to improve system trust.
2. Decision-makers are generally higher level managers that tend to have a holistic and abstract
view of the portfolio decision at hand. Therefore, their preference for system trust
dimensions differs. That is, they primarily develop system trust based on purpose based
trust, and to a lesser extent credibility, as these dimensions are less involved with the specific
system’s functionalities, but rather with the overall purpose of the system and whether the
developing company behind the system is capable in developing such a system. In order to
improve a decision-maker’s system trust developers might want to introduce portfolio
training sessions that would communicate the purpose of the system better to all users.
Additionally, testimonials would improve a decision-maker’s perception of the developing
company as other companies extol the virtue of using the particular NPD portfolio
management DSS.
Another conclusion, which should be taken into account by NPD portfolio management DSS
developers, is the use of excel alongside the system. It has been found that currently, in Flightmap,
excel is used as a sort of case-specific trace explanation facility. However, implementing case-specific
trace explanations into a NPD portfolio management DSS (as mentioned above in point 1a) will not
entirely take over the functionality that excel has now. Therefore, it should be considered to develop
a tool which makes the integration between a NPD portfolio management DSS like Flightmap better.
For example, one could think about a function within the system that would allow the user to extract
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all involved input data, output data, calculations, and possible graphical additions into excel, which
would allow the user to freely check all used calculation and possibly alter the information at his/her
command. The last figure in Appendix G shows how such an excel export could look like.

5.3 ACADEMIC IMPLICATIONS
This research addresses a clear gap in literature. Where previous literature debated on explanations
or system trust (dimensions), none researched the specific relation of these two. This resulted in a
newly developed framework and useful insights as to how explanations influence system trust, and
which dimensions influence system trust. Although, many studies address the perception of system
trust and its dimensions, it wasn’t known how these factors developed according to different users,
or how they behaved in a specific type of system; i.e. NPD portfolio management DSS’s. Through this
research, insights are provided as to how system trust dimension are perceived by different users. No
previous literature addressed what the influence is of a user’s business role on his perception of
system trust. This might engage future researchers to focus more on user-specific characteristics to
influence such system trust dimensions or other factors may play a role as well.
Other implications are concerned with the types of explanations provided. It is shown that
explanations are not equally important to everyone, and that both portfolio role and experience
influence the preference for specific types of system trust improvements. The insights provided here
are specifically focused on NPD portfolio management DSS’s, but possibly similar patterns can be
found in other fields as well. These external influences have been ill-researched and contribute to the
academic literature in this field.

5.4 LIMITATIONS
When reviewing this research a number of limitations have to be acknowledged. Firstly, a single case
study design is adopted. This implies that the external validity of the conclusions is limited as the
case might not be a representative sample. Additionally, the sample size of the studied users within
the case is also relatively small. Although a total of nine participants from three different companies
is not a small sample per se, the distinctions made on portfolio role and experience divides the
sample in groups of two or three. Therefore, the findings from this research have to be assessed with
care, and cannot be generalized unobtrusively.
Secondly, the main source of evidence is the semi-structured interview. Using interviews as
the main source of research has several limitations. The collected data may be biased due to poorly
articulated questions, response bias, inaccuracies due to poor recall, and/or social-desirability bias
(Yin, 2009). Furthermore, the research’s qualitative nature indicates that the relationships and
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findings are indicative and tentative, rather than significantly proven which limit the research’s
internal validity. In order to reduce these biases to a minimum, the researcher adopted appropriate
interviewing techniques by proper preparation, avoiding putting words in the participant’s mouth,
and asking probing questions. Additionally, the researcher used several techniques in order to
retrieve information on the system trust dimensions and explanation types. That is, the researcher
did not only analyze which dimensions or explanations were mentioned by the user, but also the
length and extensiveness of these factors. Additionally, to round up a certain topic, the participants
were specifically asked to confirm the factors they mentioned, and which ones they found most
important. This served as an extra internal validation to check whether the topics which they
elaborated on most extensively indeed indicated the importance for the user.

5.5 FUTURE RESEARCH
The research sets a firm basis for future research. Since this research is of exploratory and qualitative
nature, no quantitative significant relationships can be proven. Therefore, a first suggestion for
future research is to quantitatively study the indicated relationships and findings from this research.
Second, user types are now differentiated based on portfolio role and experience. However,
possible other factors may possibly play a role in influencing system trust, and system trust
improvements as well. Third, the current research looks at factors which improve system trust,
however, there might also be factors which hinder system trust. And these factors might even be
more important in influencing system trust. Following research might want to look into these
hindering factors.
Fourth, the literature study exposed an extension of the TAM; this model showed that
system trust, usefulness and ease of use influence system use. Several studies researched the mutual
importance of these factors in influencing system use, specifically in the ecommerce business. In
order to better understand the importance of system trust in the context of NPD portfolio
management, future research might focus on this business field.
And finally, another possible future research might study the relationship between data input
quality and system trust. Although this topic was mildly covered in this research, the results of this
study merely identified that they are assessed in a different way. However, no indication was
provided as to the size of their influence on the trust in a system’s outcome. That is, it might well be
that data input quality’s influence on data outcome trust nullifies the influence of system trust on
data outcome trust. Besides, it might be researched whether data quality and system trust are
mutually dependent. That is, it might be possible that when users encounter poor data quality, they
‘blame’ the system, which decreases their trust in the system.
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APPENDIX A – Explanations; Content Type

Adopted from Gregor & Benbasat (1999)
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APPENDIX B – Explanations; Presentation Type

Adopted from Gregor & Benbasat (1999)
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APPENDIX C – Explanations; Provision Type

Adopted from Gregor & Benbasat (1999)
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APPENDIX D – Introduction into Flightmap
Flightmap is developed by Bicore; a business service provider specialized in portfolio management. It
is a web-based decision support software system for strategic portfolio management. It provides
smart guidance for strategic decision making at any time, balancing risk and value, and using actual
insights. This will help to optimize the expected value and return on investment (ROI) of the
portfolio3. Below, some screenshot to get an idea of what the software program does and looks like.

Portfolio Dashboard

Value-attractiveness bubble plots

3

http://www.bicore.nl/flightmap/
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Data quality checks

Roadmapping

Business case analysis
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APPENDIX E – Questionnaire
INTRODUCTION
Timo van Hooijdonk – Master Thesis Bicore
Effectiveness of, and trust in, portfolio decisions based on computer systems
Questions: participant, company, portfolio process, trust in systems, ways to improve trust
Before you introduce yourself; can I record the conversation?

1. PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND ROLE
1. Could you please introduce yourself?
2. How is the NPD portfolio management process structured within your company?
3. Which roles in relation to the process would you distinguish?
4. What is your role in relation to this process?

2. FLIGHTMAP EXPERIENCE
5. What kind of systems do you use in the portfolio process?
6. How often have you used portfolio management related systems?
7. Would you identify yourself as experienced with these PPM systems?
8. Have you used Flightmap? How often?
9. Which functionalities of Flightmap do you use?
10. On a scale from 1-10; how experienced are you with Flightmap?

Flightmap Experience
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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3. SYSTEM TRUST DIMENSIONS
11. How important are portfolio decisions for your company?
12. In what way do portfolio systems help you with making portfolio decisions?
13. Do you trust the recommendations provided by portfolio management systems?
14. Why do/ don’t you trust these recommendations?
15. How does the system influence whether you trust it or not?
16. Could you name factors which influence whether you trust a system or not?

Factors influencing system trust

Mentioned by participant?

Credibility
Purpose based trust
Performance based trust
Purpose based trust
Others....

17. According to you, which factor is the most important? Why?
18. According to you, which factor is the least important? Why?
19. If you trust a system, would you use it more?

4. IMPROVING TRUST
20. How could the ‘other’ factors you named be improved?
21. How could the credibility be improved?
22. How could purpose based trust be improved?
23. How could performance based trust be improved?
24. How could process based trust be improved? (Explanations?)
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5. EXPLANATIONS
Possibly show bubble plots or other Flightmap graphs in order to evoke discussion on
possible explanations

25. Do you understand the graph(s), and its dimensions?
a. Would you want terminological explanation? How? Would you use them?
b. Would you, in general, think terminological explanations would be wise to include?

26. Look at the NPV values; would you blindly follow their outcome? Even if your gut feeling
would tell you otherwise?
27. Would explanations improve your trust in the system?

28. What kind of explanations would you want? How should they look like?
Show alternatives if necessary

Type of content

Mentioned? Type of presentation Y/N Type of provision Y/N

Terminological explanations

Graphical

User Invoked

Trace explanations

Textual

Automatic

Deep explanations

Intelligent

Strategic explanations

CLOSING
Thanks for the interview
Do you mind if I mention the name of the company in my paper?
Would you like the outcomes of the paper?
The results of the research will serve as input for the future development of Flightmap
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APPENDIX F – Revised Experience Levels
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APPENDIX G – Proposed Explanations
Terminological explanation example for ‘attractiveness’

Case-specific trace explanation example for ‘attractiveness’
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Case-specific trace explanation example for ‘NPV’

Example of an export to a case-specific trace explanation in excel for ‘NPV’
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